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Chapter 1

Introduction

Random walks1.1

(i.i)

(1.2)

3

■.>- knows from everyday life, a walk is a succession of individual steps. Therefore, 
replacement Rn after an n-step walk can be written as

= r. + ... + rn,

D = lim . 
n—oo 2dn

The factor l/2d, where d stands for the dimension of the space in which the random 
walk takes place, is conventional. Apart from its second moment, (/?’), one can in 
fact in many cases obtain the full displacement distribution function for large n. This 
is because for n —* oo, the central limit theorem, loosely stated, asserts that if the 
successive steps of the walk are “not too strongly” correlated, while the probability 
distribution they are drawn from is “not too broad”, then the distribution function of

■; the f, denoting the separate steps.
i his is also true for a random walk, the word “random” being added to denote 

that the (generally independent) steps constituting the walk are drawn randomly from 
a given probability distribution, which usually is the same for every step. Obviously, 
the displacement Rn then becomes random too, having a probability distribution 
of its own. The question as to what this distribution is for given but general n is 
old; it was apparently first raised in 1905 by Pearson for a walk in a plane, when 
all the individual steps have the same length and are uniformly distributed with 
respect to direction [1]. From that same period stem the works by Einstein [2] and 
Von Smoluchowski [3] on Brownian motion. As is well-known nowadays, there is an 
intimate connection between the long-time and large-scale behaviour of a random 
walk with statistically independent steps on the one hand, and Brownian motion on 
the other. Therefore already [2] and [3] imply that the mean square displacement 
(/?’) of such a random walk eventually grows linearly with n, thus allowing one to 
define a diffusion constant D as:
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Rn has a Gaussian as a limiting form. The Gaussian distribution is therefore generic 
for this kind of problem. (Cf. ref. [4] for a more precise discussion of this point.)

One can think of many (smaller or larger) variations on the random-walk theme 
sketched above. For example, apart from varying the dimension of the space in which 
the random walk takes place, one may decide either to put the walk on a lattice, or 
not. Also, the individual steps may be chosen “random” not only with respect to 
direction, but also with respect to their lengths. One can furthermore introduce 
correlations of varying range between the steps of the walk. One may even decide not 
to consider the random-walk process in its own “time”, n, but rather to introduce 
an external time by demanding that there be a distribution of waiting times between 
successive steps. In that case, the displacement can be studied as a function of 
this external time, i. Especially cases where the waiting time distribution does not 
have a finite mean r are potentially interesting, since then the natural identification 
n w [t/r] does not exist, and the displacement distribution function need not become 
Gaussian as t —♦ oo. In any case, one can obviously conclude that indeed pi nty of 
variations on the random-walk theme are possible.

Of course, in all of those cases, apart from the probability distribution the 
displacement, one can also study other quantities related to the specific random valk 
process under study. For example, for a walk on a lattice one may wonder what 
the probability is that the random walk after n steps is at its starting point again. 
Or, for that matter, that it will ever return to its starting point at all. (For the 
continuum case one could ask analogous questions by dividing the space into small 
cells, say.) In 1921 Polya showed that a simple random walk on a lattice (i.e., a 
random walk where the walker can only step to nearest-neighbour sites, with equal 
probabilities for all of the allowed steps) in one and two dimensions is certain to 
return to its starting point, whereas this is no longer true for the higher-dimensional 
case [5]. One could furthermore consider e.g. the question of the “volume” (in one 
sense or another) traced out by the random walk after n steps. Dvoretzky and Erdos 
[6], and later Montroll and Weiss [7] using an elegant generating function technique, 
some 40 years ago studied a lattice version of this problem, counting the number of 
different sites visited by a simple random walk on several types of lattices and in 
various dimensions, as a function of n. The results obtained then are still quoted 
and used today. And these are only two examples of the many random-walk-related 
quantities that have been studied in the course of time.

What makes it worth to spend so much time studying these random walks in so 
much detail, I think, are two things. First of all, random walks are just interesting 
in their own right. They represent time-dependent processes which one can master 
relatively well. Secondly, and in my opinion this is perhaps the most important reason 
for studying random walks, they form a tool which can be used in the study of many 
other time-dependent systems. What typically happens, namely, is that one starts 
with a dynamical system with many degrees of freedom, described by a Liouville 
equation, say, for which the equations of motion are heavily coupled and too hard to



Summary and outline of this thesis1.2
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solve directly. One then resorts to a coarse-graining approach. On the coarse-grained 
level, only a limited number (typically one or two) of collective degrees of freedom 
are retained; their once deterministic couplings to the other many degrees of freedom 
are now replaced by a postulated or calculated stochastic behaviour that can often 
be modelled as a random walk through their range of values.

This thesis is concerned with random walks and their applications. More specifically, 
three different subjects involving random walks are considered: tracer diffusion, lat
tice covering, and damage spreading.

First of all, in chapters 2, 3, and 4, the so-called tracer particle problem is studied.
■ ii basically be described as follows. One starts by taking an infinite, or a finite

■ with periodic boundary conditions, in dimension d. Lattice gas particles are 
the sites of the lattice. Not all of the sites are occupied, though. The sites 

.. h are left empty are called the vacancies. Via particle-vacancy exchange processes 
:-ancies perform simple random walks, all taking a step at every unit of time 

I. One then randomly selects one of the lattice gas particles and “tags” it. This 
pa' iicle is called the tracer particle. The questions one can ask about its motion are 
very similar to the questions already described above for random-walk motion itself. 
That is to say, one may study its displacement with time. Or the number of different 
sites it visits in a given time. And so on. Obviously, the tracer particle only has 
a nonzero probability of moving when at least one of its nearest-neighbour sites is 
vacant. In the following the density of vacancies p will always be so low, that the 
probability of finding two or more vacancies occupying nearest-neighbour sites of the 
tracer particle at the same time is negligible. When a vacancy initially adjacent to 
the tracer particle leaves its nearest-neighbour position, the tracer particle has either 
to wait for this vacancy to return or for another vacancy to come in before it can 
make its next step. There thus is a model-generated distribution of waiting times 
between successive steps of the tracer particle. Also, the motion of the tracer particle 
is strongly anti-correlated: just after a tracer-particle-vacancy exchange, the tracer 
particle and the vacancy are still on nearest-neighbour sites, but now in opposite 
directions. There is then a considerable probability that the tracer particle will step 
back to its previous position. The interplay of precisely these two effects, waiting 
times and anti-correlation, makes it interesting to study the tracer particle problem.

In chapter 2 the two-dimensional case with only one vacancy in the system is 
studied for several lattice geometries. On a finite square lattice of linear size L and 
with periodic boundary conditions, the probability Pt(y) that the tracer particle be 
displaced by a vector y from its initial position at time t is shown to be a Gaussian for 
times L2 In L C t L4. The lower limit of this time scale is set by the rate at which 
steps of the tracer particle become decorrelated, being due to the vacancy experienc-
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ing the periodic boundaries of the lattice. The upper limit comes from the demand 
that the tracer particle itself must not have seen the periodic boundaries of the lattice 
yet. The diffusive motion of the tracer particle one finds here is characterized by a 
diffusion constant D which, to leading order in L, is given by

In this formula the factor (tt — I)-1 incorporates the effects of the anti-correlation 
in the tracer particle’s motion, while the factor L2 in the denominator reflects the 
mean waiting time between two steps of the tracer particle. The behaviour (1.3) was 
confirmed by simulations by Ajay and Palmer [8).

The results obtained in chapter 2 for the fully infinite two-dimensional square 
lattice are totally different. This is because the mean 
steps of the tracer particle is now infinite, as can be seen 
probability for the vacancy to return to its initial site for the first time 
off as 1/1 In2 t for large times t (cf. chapter 2). The divergence of the 
time causes the mean square displacement of the tracer particle event 
like Ini, instead of t. The tracer particle’s motion is then no longer 
diffusion constant being identically zero) and, in fact, Pt(y ) remains 
even 
explicitly for this case.

Also the case of a strip (i.e., an oo X L lattice) is studied. Here, the probability 
for a first return of the vacancy to its initial site at time t decays as L/t3^2, so that 
the mean waiting time between the tracer particle’s successive steps again is infinite. 
The tracer particle’s mean square displacement turns out to grow as y/t/L, which is 
consistent with the long-time tail of the waiting-time distribution (cf. ref. [4, (1.31)]). 
The probability Pt(y) itself is a complicated, nonelementary, function of the variable 
yi/11/4, and is given explicitly in chapter 2. One should realize that both the case of 
an infinite square lattice with only one vacancy on it, as well as the similar case for 
the strip, represent strictly p = 0 cases.

Chapter 3 shows what happens when one introduces a small but finite density of 
vacancies in the aforementioned infinite systems. Obviously, the mean waiting time 
between two successive steps of the tracer particle then becomes finite again. Also, 
there will be a decorrelation of the steps of the tracer particle due to its interactions 
with different, independent, vacancies. One could therefore a priori expect the dis
placement distribution function of the tracer particle eventually to become Gaussian 
and the motion diffusive. In fact, up till now this was usually assumed implicitly, and 
it was thought it sufficed to give an expression for the diffusion constant of the tracer 
particle’s motion to describe it completely. In the low density limit one
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Formula (1.4) is compatible with (1.3) since a system consisting of one vacancy on a 
finite lattice of L1 sites can be looked upon as being a system with a finite vacancy 
density, 1/L2. In chapter 3 the mean square displacement of the tracer particle 
is found to grow linearly with time for all times ! » 1. Nevertheless it is shown 
that this does not imply that the tracer particle’s displacement distribution function 
is a Gaussian, then. The Gaussian distribution is in fact only obtained for very 
long times: t 5> p-1 In p-1 for the infinite square lattice, and t p~2L~2 for the 
strip, respectively. Before entering this asymptotic regime, one first sees the effect 
of the interaction of a single vacancy with the tracer particle, described in chapter 
2. Chapter 3 now describes the full crossover from this single-vacancy result to the 
asymptotic limit where the distribution function does become Gaussian.

Chapter 4 is concerned with the calculation of the average number of different 
sites visited by the tracer particle, a question traditionally asked and answered for 
th- simple random walk. Only the three- and hipher-dimensional case with a small 

irj density p is considered. In these dimensions the displacement distribution 
' .on of the tracer particle is easily shown to become Gaussian for large times 

stances. The motion is then diffusive. The corresponding diffusion constant 
■u be written as 2dD = fc„r P, with the correlation factor fc„r taking the anti- 
'ation effects of the tracer-particle-vacancy exchange mechanism into account, 

.•> reflecting the mean waiting time between successive steps of the tracer particle. 
For vhat concerns its displacement distribution function, the tracer particle’s motion 
can be described as that of a simple random walk in a “renormalized time”. However, 
as Czech [9] already showed, when calculating the number of different sites visited by 
the tracer particle, this “renormalization procedure” does not work: just clumping the 
anti-correlation effects together is too rough a procedure to follow. Instead, he gave 
an approximate description of the tracer particle’s motion in terms of a correlated 
random walk with a one-step memory, where the probability of a step in a given 
direction depends only on the direction of the previous step. In chapter 4 it is shown 
how on the basis of a similar procedure, but using a different correlated random walk 
model, one can obtain the exact result for the number of different sites visited by 
the tracer particle, in the limit of large times and low vacancy densities. The results 
obtained are compatible with simulations by Czech [9].

Chapter 5 describes a second problem involving random walk. Namely, the cov
ering process of a d-dimensional periodic hypercubic lattice of N sites by a simple 
random walk. More specifically, one executes such a random walk on this lattice and 
colours the sites visited by it. After n steps of the walk, in which n is arbitrary, there 
obviously are two sets of sites: sites which are coloured, having been visited, and 
sites which are not. One can then try to answer questions like: “How many sites of 
the lattice have not been visited yet?”, or “What is the structure of the set of sites 
not yet visited?”, as a function of n. Another type of question, not involving n, is: 
“Which site of the lattice is the last site visited in the covering process?”. Especially 
this last question is a priori hard to answer, since one inquires after an, in general,
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^n(z) ~ T7

nonlocal property (except in dimension d = 1 where one only has to keep track of 
the endpoints of the interval of sites already visited) that depends on the whole his
tory of the walk. Nevertheless this question is addressed and answered in chapter 5, 
and so are the other questions raised above. One there finds for the one-dimensional 
version of the problem, that the probability LN(x) for the site x to be visited last 
in the covering process is independent of x, as long as x is not the starting point of 
the walk. This turns out to be no longer true for the higher-dimensional case. In 
dimensions higher than two L/v(z) is found to approach a constant value according 
to a Coulomb law:

valid for |z| small on the scale N'^d, while in two dimensions it behaves logarithmi
cally. It is shown that there is in each dimension a characteristic time : ■ on which 
the last site is visited. Whereas in three and higher dimensions, on i : !hne scale, 
the sites not yet visited are essentially distributed randomly through • i tice, in 
two dimensions the set of these sites is fractal-like.

In chapter 6, a problem nowadays referred to as “damage spreading , sidered. 
In its most general form this problem consists of taking two copies of tl e many 
variable system differing only slightly in initial configurations, then subjc; :i : ig them 
to the same Monte Carlo simulation, and subsequently monitoring how the small 
initial difference between them (the “damage”) develops in time. The idea is to 
learn, through the study of the time evolution of the distance in configuration space, 
about the properties of the single system. For example, if this system has a critical 
temperature, then qualitatively different time-dependences of the distance between 
the two copies of the system are expected above and below the critical temperature. 
In practice it has proven nontrivial to relate the observed differences in the behaviour 
of the distance to the properties of the single system. E.g., both in the study of spin 
glasses and for XT-models, with the damage spreading method, one found critical 
temperatures not present in the equilibrium phase diagrams of the single systems. 
It appears (see e.g. the recent Ph.D.-thesis by Golinelli [10] for an overview), that 
these temperatures are only of a “dynamical” nature. Chapter 6 studies the effects 
of the introduction of correlations in the time evolutions of two copies s and s' of a 
one-dimensional Ising chain. It turns out to be possible to adjust continuously the 
correlations in the dynamics of the individual systems from “none at all” to those 
used in the damage spreading case. In all cases, the combined system goes to an 
equilibrium with an unknown Hamiltonian For a special choice of the spin-flip 
probabilities it is shown how, despite not knowing H?, one can find expressions for 
the equilibrium n-point (interchain) correlation functions. In particular (sjs'iSjs'^cq 
is calculated. This then is where random-walk theory comes in again. The reason is 
that to find (s,s(sjs][)e, a set of equations must be solved which can be looked upon 
as belonging to a special type of random walk on a two-dimensional square lattice.

const 11
N
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Single-vacancy induced motion of a 
tracer particle in a two-dimensional 
lattice gas

iapter we consider a square lattice of which each site except one is filled 
. particle. The empty site is referred to as the “hole”. The particles carry 

out itrownian motion, subject to the condition that each site can be at most singly 
occupied. More specifically, we stipulate that at each instant of time t = 1, 2, 3, ... 
one particle, selected with probability | from among the four particles adjacent to 
the hole, will move into it. Then the hole obviously performs a simple random walk.

We now select and “tag” one particle, the “tracer particle”, whose motion we shall 
want to follow. This motion depends on the trajectory of the hole in a complicated 
way: the tagged particle can move only when it is encountered by the hole, and its 
successive moves will be correlated. Evidently, from the point of view of the tagged 
particle, the hole is more likely to return for its next encounter from the direction 
in which it has left than from a perpendicular or opposite direction. On a two- 
dimensional lattice, the tagged particle will, with probability one, make an infinite 
number of steps, even in the presence of just one vacancy. The probability Pi(y) 
that at time t the tagged particle be displaced a distance y = (j/i,y?) from its initial 
position is calculated in this chapter.

This problem can also be formulated for a three-dimensional lattice. However, the 
properties of the three-dimensional simple random walk ensure that, with probability 
one, the hole will wander off to infinity after only a finite number of encounters with 
the tagged particle. In an effectively finite time, Pt(y) then tends to an equilibrium 
distribution, P^(y), with a spatial decay length of only a few lattice sites. A rapidly 
converging method for calculating this distribution (subject to the condition that 
there be an initial encounter between the vacancy and the tagged particle) has been 
given by Sholl [1], On a three-dimensional lattice with a finite but very small vacancy
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square lattice of L x L

(2.2)Dl =

12

density, a tracer particle will be met by new vacancies at a constant average rate, 
and Poo(y) is the essential ingredient in calculating its diffusion constant [1, 2]. This 
problem is known in the literature as the tracer diffusion problem. A general theory 
for tracer diffusion in three dimensions has been given by Kehr, Kutner, and Binder 
[3], who also present results of Monte Carlo calculations.

In one dimension the tracer diffusion problem has a long history, which was re
viewed by Van Beijeren, Kehr, and Kutner [4], who report Monte Carlo calculations 
and present an approximate theory. The Green-Kubo relation between the diffusion 
constant and the velocity autocorrelation function of the tracer particle was exploited 
by Van Beijeren and Kehr [5],

In this chapter we deal exclusively with the interaction between a tracer particle 
and a single vacancy in two dimensions. Since this interaction extends infinitely in 
time, a correct understanding of it is a necessary prerequisite for the study of finite 
vacancy densities, the subject of chapter 3. We summarize our results. On an infinite 
two-dimensional lattice, studied in section 2.3, it appears that in the 'imit of large t 
and large y (= |y|) the distribution Pt(y) is a function only of the sc ariable

yr> = ,----
\/ln t

Most surprisingly, however, the scaling function is not a Gaussian modified 
Bessel function Kq. Its precise form, and the conditions under which is obtained, 
are given in section 2.3.3. The deviation from Gaussian behaviour indie?. ' i hat even 
when separated by long time intervals, successive steps of the tagged particle cannot 
be considered as effectively uncorrelated.

Secondly, we consider in section 2.4 the same problem on a 
sites with periodic boundary conditions. In this case it is clear that for sufficiently 
large L there is an initial time scale where the hole does not notice that the lattice 
is finite and the analysis of the infinite lattice applies. At times t ~ L2, however, 
the hole is likely to explore the full periodic lattice, after which it will return to the 
tagged particle from a completely uncorrelated direction. Since in two dimensions 
the time needed by a random walker to return to a specified lattice point a distance 
~ L away is ~ L2 In L, we expect a subsequent time scale t 5> L2 In L on which the 
tagged particle performs diffusive motion and Pt(y) is Gaussian. This is indeed what 
we find, and the corresponding diffusion constant is

1
4(tt - 1)Z2 '

This behaviour is followed by a crossover to a final time scale on which Pt(y ) flattens 
out to the stationary value 1/L2 on each site; clearly the time scale for this to happen 
is t ~ L*. In sections 2.4.3 - 2.4.5 we comment on our finite lattice calculation, and 
also make contact with work by Palmer [6], who has proposed the same system within 
the framework of the study of constrained dynamics.



(2-3)

Formulation of the problem2.2

2.2.1

(2.4)0, 1, 2, Li - 1,Xi

that the origin is a site equivalent

(2.5)e-i = (1,0) and e2 = (0,1) .

(2-6)Pttf) =

13

E P/’V,?)- 
x(/y)

We shall impose periodic boundary conditions so 
to all others. We introduce the two unit vectors

i = 1, 2 .

take the origin, and we

t _ 3/1

Thirdly, we study in section 2.5 the same problem on a strip of finite width, i.e., 
an array of oo X L sites. It there appears that in the limit of large t and large lyj 
the distribution function Pt(y) depends only on the scaling variable

For the initial (t = 0) position of the tagged particle we 
denote the initial position of the hole by x0 0.

One approach to the motion of the tagged particle would be to write down the 
master equation for the joint distribution F, (y, x) of the tagged particle position y 
and the hole position x. Finding the relaxation modes and eigenvalues of this equation 
amounts to an LtL2 (LiL2 — l)-dimensional matrix problem which, although perhaps 
not untractable, does not appear easy. Since, moreover, the information about the 
motion of the hole is redundant for our purpose, we shall focus directly upon the 
quantity of interest, viz., the reduced distribution function for the tagged particle 
position alone,

and again is not a Gaussian. Its precise form and the details of the calculation are 
given in section 2.5.2. In section 2.5.3 we comment on the strip calculation, and 
observe in particular that our result for the distribution function is identical, in the 
scaling limit, to what was found by Kehr and Kutner [7] for a random walker on a 
one-dimensional random path!

This distribution no longer satisfies a master equation. It is nevertheless possible to 
derive an expression for it from which all desired information can be extracted.

The distribution function Pt(y)
■ee lattice geometries to be considered are all special cases of a square lattice 
L2 sites labelled by integer coordinates x = (a?i,ar2), where



2.2.2

(2.7)W7(£7, /?') = WT(ff',i7), T = 0, 1, ...

(2.8)

T =0, 1, ..., X 0, (2.9)
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Fr(x) = 
a

A, =
=

Br =
B'r =
CT =

^(ei.e,), 
JVT(e2,e2), 
WT(-euex), 
lVT(-e2,e2), 
VV/ej.e-j) .

can be

. . >n of the 
ave the

Taking also into account the other symmetries of the problem, we find that, for 
each r, there are only five independent quantities, for which it will be convenient to 
introduce separate symbols:

The quantities AT and A'r , Br and B'r , and CT, describe the probability of a first 
return (after a time r) from directions which are opposite, equal, and perpendicular, 
respectively, to the direction of departure. In a square geometry (an L x L or an 
ooxoo lattice) the additional invariance under rotations over rr/2 reduces the number 
of independent quantities to three, since then A'T = AT and B'r = Br. In view of our 
calculation for a finite strip (section 2.5), we shall pursue the general case here; the 
simplifications valid for a square geometry will be listed in section 2.2.6.

A number of quantities well-known in the study of simple random walks 
expressed immediately in terms of the WT. Firstly,

The return probabilities Wr(i>,x)
In tracer diffusion problems a key role is played by a set of conditional return prob
abilities (also called waiting time distributions) WT(i7,z), where v is one of the unit 
vectors ±ei,±e2. For all x 0 we define W0(iz, z) = 0; and, for r = 1, 2, .. .^we 
define WT(iz,z) as the probability that a simple random walker initially at x 0

(i) hits the origin for the first time at time r, and that
(ii) its position at r — 1 was F.

Continuous time equivalents of these quantities occur, e.g., in refs. [1], [3], and [5].
If for the simple random walker we take the hole initially at z0 0, and if the 

tagged particle is initially at the origin, then WT(p, z0) is the probability that at time 
t the tagged particle will make its first step, and that this step is in the direction v. 
But then at time t the hole is at a distance — v from the tagged particle, and the 
probability that the next step of this particle will take place at time t -! r' .md be in 
the direction v' is lVT.(p', — v). We can continue in this way and, c: ty, >nce the 
first step of the tagged particle has taken place, the sixteen time-depct. antities 
Wr(u,v'} (with ff, ?' nearest-neighbour vectors) suffice to describe th 
tagged particle. From time reversal invariance of the Brownian pat! 
symmetry property



■

(2.10)T = 0, 1, ...

+ A'r + A--1 + + 4Cr_l ), (2.H)r = l, 2, ... .

(2.12)7?r~(l + (-l)T)

(2-13)

2.2.3
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(i)
(ii)

f ^WT(i7,i7') = l.
T=O £7

Two things have to be done now:
we have to express Pt(y) in terms of the j7') and WT(i7, £0);
we have to express the Wr in terms of the simple random walk generating 
function.

is the probability that a simple random walker initially at f / 0 will hit the origin 
for the first time at time r, regardless (for r > 1) of its position at time r — 1. 
Consequently, 1 — 2ZJ._O FT(z ) is the probability that a simple random walker initially 
at x has not yet reached the origin at time t. In section 2.2.4 we shall employ the well- 
known relation between the generating functions of Fr(x) and those of the simple 
random walk. With the aid of (2.8) two particular instances of (2.9) can be written 
as

as t —> oo .

Secondly, let A be the probability that a simple random walker initially at the 
origin will return there for the first time after r steps. From the fact that the walker’s 
first step is with equal probability to any of the neighbours ? of the origin, and from 
relation (2.10), we have that

■ -

-
Spitzer [8] has shown that Rr decays very slowly with r. Explicitly,

it

7h?7
Finally, since in two dimensions it is certain that a simple random walker will 

eventually arrive at a specified lattice site adjacent to its point of departure, we have 
the relation

AT(ei) — AT + Bt 4- 2CT, 
FT(e2) = A't + J3't + 2Ct,

Expressing Pt{y) in the WT
From the definition of the WT(iz, i/') and the discussion in the preceding subsection it 
is clear that one can find an expression for Pt(y) by summing over the number of steps 
n of the tagged particle, over the step directions iq, iz2,..., iz„, and over the lengths 
of the time intervals r2,..., r„ separating the steps, as well as the time intervals 
preceding the first step and rn+1 elapsed since the last step. Since at the initial time



x0. We find, remembering the

(2.15)

transform

(2.16)

(2.17)k, = 0, 1, ..., Li - 1, 1=1, 2 .

=

(2.19)

(2.20)
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Furthermore, we define for any space-dependent quantity X(y ) the

X-(9-) = £exp(i9-. ?)%(!/),
V

through ±ei, iei, where 

= ex p(lg-a) W(a,-x;z),

the hole is at io, the expression for Pt(y) depends on 
definition (2.9) of FT(x),

we have defined

where the sum runs through the whole lattice and q takes the values 

o k‘
qi = 2irTi'

The Fourier-Laplace transform of equation (2.14) for Pt(y) is 

1 - F(x0;z) 
1 — z

+ ^{9; a), (2.18)
3

where a and /? run

fS.g(q-,z)

and where (/ — T(q; z)^-1 is the matrix inverse of the 4x4 block with matrix elements 
6-0 — T-j}(q-,z). The F(x;z) can be eliminated from (2.18) with the aid of the Laplace 
transform of (2.9) and of (2.19), which together give

A*!*) = 12exP(-‘9 ' Ti>,-i{q-,z), x / 0 .

P'W = 5;,5[1-E^(^o)]
<7=0 

OO OO OO OO Tn+1

+ 52 12 52 52 in+...+r„+i,«52- -52l1 - 52
n=lrj=l Tn=lTn+i=0 £?1 pn <7=0

X ^+...+^.^r„(i7n, .. Wn(i?2, -ifJW^^.xo), (2.14)

where in the n = 1 term it is to be understood that —i/0 = x0- The first term on the 
right-hand side of (2.14) represents the event that at time t the tagged particle has 
not stepped yet.

We now define for any time-dependent quantity Xt the (discrete) Laplace trans
form (or: generating function)

X(z) = f z%. 
t=0



TA_*(f;*)] • (2-21)

T(9^) = (2.22)

(2.23)

(2.25)

(2.26)

(2.27)

(2.28)
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B(^) 
A(z) 
C(Z) 
C(z)

(A- 1))(1 — e-**1) 
cos q2)

Substituting this in equation (2.18) and using that I + T (I — T) 
obtain

P"(«; *) = rMi+EEO - e’*s) (' - T ft
1 z a p ,p

we have

e”1 C(z) e”‘ C(z) \ 
e‘i’’C(z) e‘,’‘C'(z) 
e'« B'(z) e'« A'(z) 
e-‘n A’(z) e'n B’(z) ,

= (/-f)"1, we

From (2.8), (2.15), and definition (2.19) of 7gtf(^;z)

' e’’1 B(z) e*’1 A(z') 
e-i” A(z) e’’” B(z) 
e'n C(z) e'« C(z)

< e’*” C(z) e"’n C(z) 
where the rows and columns correspond to the lattice vectors 61,-61,62, and —62, 
respectively. We define

P(9;z) = det(/-f(9;z)) .
/'vaiMoling this determinant we find

?(9; 2) = (1 - 2B cos 91 + B2 - A2)(l - 2B’ cos q2 + B'2 - A'2)

— 4C2 (B — A — cos q^B'-A' — cos92)> (2.24)

he , 'or notational simplicity, the z-dependence of A, ...,C is indicated only im
plicitly by the hat. We shall simplify equation (2.21) further with the aid of the 
definition

D^z)V-'(q-z') = E(1 - e-’S) (/-7(9^))^ .
a

The expression (2.21) for P"(q\ z) then takes the form

£•(9; z) = ^-[1 + ©-*(9-; E ^(f; s<>; *)) •
1 2 9

A straightforward but tedious calculation yields
£/.-,(?; z) = V(gi,92;A,A',B,B',C)

= (A'2 - B'2 + 2B' cosg2 — l)(B + e'
- 2C (A'~ B'- 1)(B - A - e''”)(l -
— AiC2 (A' — B' + cos92) sin q,, 

and from this we have by symmetry
t7.e-,(9;z) = V(-qt,q2-,J,A',^,B',C'),
Ug2 (9; z) = V( q2, qv,A\A, B\B, C), 
f/.e-a(9;z) = V(-q2,qt-,A',A,B',B,C) .

Equation (2.26) for P‘(9;z), together with the expressions (2.27) and (2.28) for 0 
and (2.24) for P, constitutes the final result of this section, and with this we have 
completed the first of the two tasks set at the end of section 2.2.2 .



2.2.4

(2.29)
Pj)’

(2.30)

'..-,ve

(2.31)

F(x;z) = (2.32)

(2.34)X —+ oo .
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runs through the same values as q in equation

Expressing the WT in the simple random walk gener
ating function

The second task is to find an expression for the WT in terms of the simple random 
walk generating function. We shall need the following definitions and properties, 
which can all be found in any introductory discussion [8, 9, 10, 11, 12] of random 
walks. Let Gf(z), for t = 0, 1, ... and x arbitrary, denote the probability of finding 
a simple random walker at time t on lattice site x, given that at t = 0 it started at 
x = 0. Then

Q,- z) = 1 y' exp(-tpi)
Liij yl - (z/2)(cosp, + cos

where the wavevector p = (pi,P2) 
(2.17). This function satisfies

^G(£+f7;z)-G(x;z) = -i^

from which, upon putting x = 0 and using that G(z; z) = G(—z;z).

|[G(ei;z) + G(e2;z)] = G(0;z)-l .

Another useful relation is [9, 11, 12]

where we used that Ft(—x) = Ft(x). The function

S(£; z) = G(0; z) - G(£; z) (2.33)

has the property that, whereas lim^i G(z; z) = oo, the lattice Green function 1) 
is finite for all x, as is easily seen with the aid of (2.29). For the infinite lattice it has 
the asymptotic behaviour [8]

2G(x; 1) ~ — In x, 
K

In order to obtain an equation from which we can solve WT(p, x) we shall follow a 
procedure similar to the one that leads to (2.32). We first observe that the probability 
for a simple random walker (starting at t = 0 at the origin) to be at time t — 1 at 
x + v and at time t at x (with x / 0 and t = 1, 2, ...) is given by |G(-i(x + ?)• 
We next write this quantity as the probability that the visit at time t to the site x 
was the first visit to that site, plus the sum on t1 of the probability Fe(x) that the 
first visit to x has taken place at some earlier time t' multiplied by the probability 
jGt_1_(<(i') of going from x to x + v after t — 1 — t' steps, and to x after t — t' steps. 
Explicitly, for t = 1, 2, ..., and x yt 0



(2.35)

x/6 .], (2.36)

A(z) = Z-[G(6;z)-
4

V) = z-[G(e1+^-,z)- (2.37)
4

A(z) + B(z) + 2G(z) = F(ei;z) = 1 -

A'(z) + B'(z) + 2G(z) = F(e2;z) = (2.38)1 -

(2.39)

2.2.5
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The effective propagator
We now have to calculate the inverse Fourier and Laplace transform

W(i7,-z;z) = |[G(z + ?;z)-

Ig,_,(£+ ?) = W,(i7,-x) + i £ Fr(x)G,_,_,,(?) .
4 4 t'=0

■.) = i[G(2e,;z)-

g(ei;*) 
G(0; z) ’ 
0(e2;z) 
G(0;z) ’

In particular, in view of the finiteness of for all x and the fact that
lim,[i G(x; z) = oo, we find from (2.38)

4(1) + B(1) + 2G(1) = 1,
4'(1) + B'(1) + 2G(1) = 1.

Since 4(1) = 4T, etc., these relations just tell us that a two-dimensional random
walk is recurrent.

We multiply this equation by z‘, sum on I from 1 to oo, and obtain, using (2.32),

G(£;z)G(i7;z)
G(0; z)

This is the desired expression for W in terms of the simple random walk generating 
function G, and with this we have completed the second task set at the end of section 
2.2.2. We specialize it first of all to the case that x is a nearest-neighbour vector. 
From (2.36) and the Laplace transforms of the definitions (2.8) we find

G^z), 
G(6-,z) ’
G2^z\
G(0;z) b

G(e,;z)G(e2;z)
G(0;z)

The expressions for 4'(z) and B'(z) are found from those for 4(z) and B(z), respec- 
lively, by replacing e\ with e^. Equivalent relations occur in [1], [3], and [5] and were 
apparently first derived by Benoist, Bocquet, and Lefore [13]. From (2.10) together 
with (2.15), (2.32), and (2.33) we have the useful relations



(2.40)

(2.42)

It is now useful to define

G(z) = G(0;z), (2.43a)

(2.43b)

(2.44)
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B't = Br, 
B'(z) = B(z).

Equation (2.31) then reduces to

G(±e;;z) = l[G(z)-l],

and, upon using (2.30) for x equal to a nearest-neighbour vector, we find

?(z) =-^[G(2ei;z) - G(0;z)] .

) = A- Ef ~ P-^
where the integral is around the origin of the complex z plane. Hence our task will 
be to determine the analytic structure of P*(q;z). The main structure is entirely 
contained in the denominator T>(q\ z) in (2.24), which plays the role of an effective 
propagator, analogous to the denominator in the summand of the expression (2.29) 
for the simple random walk.

It is not possible to determine the zeros of T>(q\ z) exactly. We shall therefore 
make a long-time expansion, for which the only knowledge required is the behaviour 
of D(g;z) around its singular point nearest to z = 0. When q = 0 this is the point 
z = 1. One readily verifies this from (2.24), which gives

D(0;l) = (1-B(1) + A(1)) (1-B'(1) + A'(1)) 

x[(l-B(l)-4(l)) (l-B'(l)-X'(l)) -4C2(: >]

= 0, (2.41)

where the second equality follows from the relations (2.39) between i'(l), 
C(l). For q different from zero this singularity shifts to z values larger Han 1. Our 
small-(l — z) expansion has to be accompanied by a smal)-q expansion. This will be 
done separately for the three lattice geometries of interest in sections 2.3 - 2.5.

2.2.6 Simplified formulas for a square geometry
In sections 2.3 and 2.4 we shall specialize to square geometries (an oo x oo lattice 
and an L x L lattice, respectively). The extra invariance under rotations over x/2 
then allows us to simplify the formulas derived above in the following way. We have

A't = At,
A’(z) = A(z),



I

(2.45)

2

(2-46)

infinite lattice2.3

2.3.1

(2-47)z —► 1,

(see [14]) and

(2-48)z —♦ 1

^(z) = + — (1 — z) ln(l — z) + 0(1 — z),

21

4 In(^)
T

4 H^)

cosg2)

formulas (2.46) for v4(z),B(z), and C(z), one finds for z —» 1

= (^^-41^-i(1-2)ln(1^) + O(1-2)’

5(2) " (2x)2 // dq 1 - (z/2)(cos 91 + 

4 2= (2--) + -(l-z)ln(l-z) + O(l-z), 
7T 7T

(cf. McCrea and Whipple [15], who calculated p(l)). Using these expansions in the

Expansion of P*(q-,z) for small q and 1 — z
now evaluate expression (2.40) for Pt(y) for an infinite lattice. We first 

/ "(q; z) for small q (= |<f |) and 1 — z. If we let K denote the elliptic integral 
• >: th. ■ ,..t kind, then for the infinite square lattice we have from equations (2.43a), 
(2.43b), and (2.29)

(2t)2 /f dq 1 — (z/2)(cosqx + cosq?)

=
1 S 1= lln(-?-)--L(l-z)ln(l-z) + O(l-z),
7T 1 — Z Z7T

2 2
G(±ei ± e2; z) = (— - 1) G(z) - — + g(z) .

Using the general results (2.37), one then obtains the simplified expressions

= 4?( 2 “ G(7) -

B(z) = l(2[1-^)]_^_

G(z) = z^(z) ^-y+(l_z’)G(z)]

These show that the two functions G(z) and g(z) contain all important information.



(2.49)+ 0(1 - z) .

X = A, B, C .

(2.51)

nd where

(2.53)

(2.54)

1 - P(x0; z)/G(z)

(2.55)

22

(2.52) 

can be controlled independently am become of

z —> 1,

+ ..., q -» 0, z

G(-) = (i-i)
71

Q

1 — ir£7(x0; l)/ln(------ ■) + ...,
1 — z

«<■> - O-fbfe
From equation (2.49) we see that the motion of the tagged particle is strongly anti
correlated; the probability for the particle to step in the direction opposite to its 
previous move is 4(1) = 0.5; the probability to step in a perpendicular direction is 
C(l) = 0.1816...; and the probability to step once more in the same direction is 
B(l) = 0.1366.... The leading correction terms in equation (2.49) can be used to 
find the long-time behaviour of Bt, and Ct:

Xt-(1+ (-!)<+’)-^-, t_oo, X = A, B, C. (2.50)

Clearly is finite, as it should be. Furthermore, the long-time behaviour is
compatible with the asymptotic result (2.12) for Rt.

After these preliminaries we are able to expand P*(q', z) around (<f: c) = (0; 1). To 
this end we first consider equation (2.24) for P(g; z) and find

| (1 - ^-)92 + -<7(1 + f)’

where the dots indicate terms of higher order in q2 and/or in 1/ ln(
4

j = ff(l) = 2-- .
7T

The first two terms in this expansion 
comparable magnitude when

This relation will serve to compare orders of q to orders of 1/ ln( y4r) and W>11 even
tually determine how distance scales with time in P\y j.

Considering equations (2.27) and (2.28) for the four U^q\ z) we find, upon expand
ing these expressions in powers of q} and q2, that the coefficients of the linear terms 
become proportional to 1/ ln(^4j) for z —» 1. But hence, by equation (2.53), they are 
effectively of third order in q. The coefficients of the quadratic terms, however, tend 
to finite values as z —t 1, and we get explicitly

2) - -|(1 - y) 92. <7 0, z -» 1,

which is independent of 0. It remains to evaluate

£W,x0;z) = F(x0;z)



(2-57)9 -» 0,

(2.58)/s

2.3.2

-.(2.59)

(2.60a)

(2.60b)
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z —♦ 1,

where we

1 1
177 (2rr)2

where we have used, successively, (2.9), (2.32), (2.33), (2.43a), and (2.47). From 
the asymptotic expression (2.34) we see that the first term in (2.55) dominates the 
remainder if the initial hole position x0 satisfies

Q

2 lnx0 < ln( 2~) ’ (2.56)

We shall henceforth consider only x0 for which this condition holds. Upon using 
(2.51), (2.54), and (2.55) in (2.26), we obtain

P*(q;z)~
(l-z)(l+/g2 ln(j^))’

have defined
1 2-g= 1

4tt 2 + g 4jt(t — 1)

Equation (2.57) is the final result of the expansion of P’ for small q and (1 — z).

________ A2 ____
■ (1 + fq2 In (tzt))2 + (fq2*) 

w defined by

Pt(y)

In terms of new variables of integration k and 
1 -

zSl+®, 
t*

the expression for Pi(y) becomes
jrx/ln t

dice
r\/ln t

7 
—oo

An integral representation for Pt(y)
<’) has to be substituted in (2.40) and the z and q integrals have to be 
. The quantity ln[8/(l — z)] occurring in (2.57) causes the integrand to 

1 ;ranch cut, starting at z = 1, which we may take along the positive real axis.
Due to the factor 1 — z in the denominator of the integrand in (2.57), the leading 
contributions to the integral come, for t —> oo, from the neighbourhood of z = 1. We 
may therefore fold the contour around the branch cut and integrate the discontinuity 
of the integrand. This gives for t —> oo

p‘^ * (2^ // dq~e”’’’ 7 7^7

dw f K2
(1 + ^)"+1 (1 + /k2w)2 +

(2.61)
Although in the derivation of this formula the y, (» = 1, 2) were assumed to take 

only integer values, the formula itself can also be used for noninteger values for the 
yt. We now discuss two cases.



2.3.3

P<(y)

(2.62)

(2.63)P^y) Ko

(2.64)

(2.65)

x
(2.66)A'o(x) -

X co .

2.3.4

Pttf)
(^)
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2(t-1) 
In t

dw
J (1 + fw^Y

J__ 1
In t (2ir)2

1 1
In t (2w)2

_1___ 1_
Inf (2tt)

e-'**

1 +A2

j dXe~x^+t^ .
o

The integrals on k are Gaussian and easily carried out. The remaining integral 
is found to represent the modified Bessel function Ko, and the final result is

on A

The long-time limit at fixed y

Upon employing in (2.59) expression (2.60b), but not (2.60a), we get

? // 7 
—K —OO

(y2h

7 .(2.67)

X— fixed, y, t —>

fq2 
+ /?2w)2 +

A particularity is that Pt(y) has a logarithmic singularity when y/\/lnt becomes 
small. This provides a reason for also studying a second limit.

4?r (tt — 1)
Int y

:1+2"KO(x) = 22‘T2(I/+l)

dw

(1 + A)1+1 (S

Hf" • 
2Je

Hence P((y) is non-Gaussian! With the aid of the integral [16, p. 38:
OO

J dx x 
o

one easily verifies that Pt(y) is properly normalized and that

In t
’r(’r- 1)’

where (...)< denotes the average with respect to the distribution (2.63). The main 
features of the behaviour of (2.63) follow from the properties [17]

— Inx, x 1 0,

Evaluation of Pt(y) in the scaling limit

In the scaling limit t, y —♦ oo with if = y/yfint fixed, one finds from (2.61)

—oo
oo 

fjd*
—oo

jj dne-iX ii
— OO



P.(y) (2.68)

(2.69)

P'(y)

(2.70)

the origin the distribution function Pi(y) decays to

(2.71)y fixed, t —♦ oo,

(2.72)2 In xo In t,
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For Z —> oc 
behaviour

1
1 +A2 '

This expression shows how near 
zero. It should be contrasted with the decay

which follows from (2.29) for a simple random walk.
Finally we recall that both results (2.63) and (2.70) hold subject to the condition 

that the hole is initially not too far away from the particle; explicitly, we should have

y fixed, t —» oo .

as may be deduced from (2.56), (2.60b), and the fact that the w integrals in (2.62) 
and (2.68) do not get any significant contributions from the region w < 1.

1 1
kTt (2x)2

1 1 
tat (2^

the integral diverges at large k. Since we are only interested in the leading 
we can write, using the value (2.58) for f,

dK-
K

G,(y)~(l + (-l)<+>'-+»)l,
7TC

2(*-l) f

taint
(’r-1)~tat-’

Wc can set I = oo in the integrand of (2.68) without creating any divergences. This 
yields

We now first observe that, for t —* oo and for all w < 1, (l+8t w) <‘+1* tends to zero 
faster than any power of t. Hence, we may let the w integration run from 1 to oo. If 
in the integrand we then set t = oo, it reduces to 1/fw2q7, and the ^integral diverges 
in the origin. Therefore, more care is required near q = 0, and we now employ the 
scaling (2.60a) in (2.67). Also using that, for w > 1, (1 + 8t~w)~<,+1> ~ e-8<1~” —> 1 
as t —» oo, we find

//_d*

-i f*2dw---------------------———2 .
(1+/wK2)2+(^)



L x L lattice2.4

2.4.1

(2.73)+ a0(L)-a1(L)(l-z) + O( (1 - z)2),GlW = z -> 1,

(2.74)L —» oo .

1, the first term in the expansion for Gl(z) w>"

l/L2ao(L), L fixed, arbitrary,
(2.75)1 - z <

1/L2 In L, L fixed, large,

(2.76)Si(2) z —» 1,

where

(2.77)L —» oo .
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where for the lower inequality (2.74) has been used. The 1 — z expansion of <7t(z) is 
easily found from (2.43b):

1 
i2(l - *)

where ao(L) and a,(L) have been given by Den Hollander and Kaste! yn 119] (but 
see also [18]) as

From (2.73) we see that as z - 
dominate the remainder only if

9
a0(L) = -lnL + O(L°), 

7T

aj(L) = 0.06187... L2 + O(ln£),

9L + (<7t - ^)(1 - z) + O( (1 - z)2),

In this section we evaluate the expression (2.40) for Pt(y) for a square lattice of 
L X L sites with periodic boundary conditions. Since we are again dealing with a 
square geometry, we can express A(z),B(z), and C(z) in terms of G(z) and g(z) 
with the aid of the simplified formulas of section 2.2.6. The only difference with the 
calculation of section 2.3 is that G(z) and j(z) are now given not by integrals but by 
sums on q\ we indicate this explicitly by writing these functions now as Gl(z) and 
Jl(z), respectively. The following calculation will be for strictly finite L.

Expansion of F*(<f;z) for small q and 1 — z
We must again expand Gl(z) and S'l(z) around the point z = 1. In this case, too, 
the expansion of Gl(z) in powers of (1 — z) is known [18, 19]:

9L = <?z,(l)
4, 2 1 ,



= oC1-^)

B(z) = x(l-

C(z) =

'£(.

?2 « 1, (2.80)and L fixed .1 - z «

(2.82)
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£ 
4

Substituting the expansions (2.73) and (2.76) of Gt,(z) and <?l(z) in the formulas 
(2.46) for A(z), B(z), and C(z), one obtains for z —♦ 1

_1_
Z2

, 2 ,
\9L “I" £,2 '

(2.46) for >4(z),B(z), and C(z), one obtains for

4(z) = J(l-^) -|(r + 2a0(I)-2 + ^)(l-z) + O((l-z)2),

Az x 1
- 2

= l-£2(l-z)£(xo;l) + C>( (1-z)2), z-»l, (2.83)

where we used successively equations (2.9), (2.32), (2.33), and (2.73). Upon using for 
G(x; 1) the large-x expression (2.34), we see that we can replace expression (2.83) by 
unity if

- |(£2 - |a0(£)

- St) - j(L2 + ao(L) - 2 + ^)(1 - z) + O( (1 - z)2), 

-±)(l-z) + O((l-z)2).

(2.78)

Just as in equation (2.49), the quantities 4(1), B(l), and (7(1) represent the correla
tion < between two successive step directions, but now corrected for finite-size effects. 
We i.tk i expansion of 7? for small q as well as for small 1 — z by substituting 
th< in (2.24) and obtain

- j(ffL + 7i)(i — y1) 92 + (i2 - l)(i + y')2(fft + 7i)(1 — z) + • ■ • (2.79) 
4 jL 4 L Lt

whc ll Kits indicate terms of higher order in q2 and/or 1 — z. This expansion is 
valid for

1
L2a0(i)’

We see from it that in the case of a finite lattice the proper scaling relation between 
q2 and 1 — z is

q2 ~ £2(1 — z), L fixed, (2-81)

instead of (2.53). We now argue as in the case of the infinite lattice that for large I 
the important term in Ug is the one quadratic in the q,-. From this we find

Ug(q\ z) O* ~ + ^X1 ~ 92’

valid under condition (2.80). Since, just as happened in equation (2.54), this result 
is to lowest order independent of /3, the third quantity in equation (2.26) which we 
have to expand is

£w(/3,£0;z) = 1-S(?o;z)/Gt(z)



(2.84)1 - z «

(2.85)

(2.86)Dl =

(2.87)DLq2 «

(2.88)

(2.89)t

(2.90)t »
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1
(1 - z) + DLq2'

which is valid under condition (2.80) and where we have defined

1____2-gL
4(L’-1) 2 + gL •

Equation (2.85) is the finite-lattice analogue of equation (2.57).

P-(g;z)~

L2 In L, L fixed, large .

Hence, for large t we have

1
L2 In x0’

an inequality which in view of (2.80) and (2.75) is certainly satisfied. Hence the 
results that we shall obtain will be independent of the starting position x0 of the hole. 
Substituting the relations (2.79), (2.82), and (2.83) in equation (2.26) for P*(?;z), 
we find

( l/L2]nL, L fixed, large .

After performing the z integration we obtain 

exp(-tg-y) 
(1 + £>l92)‘+> '

2.4.2 Results for Pt(y)
Expression (2.85) for P~{q\ z) has to be substituted in (2.40) and we h ' carry out 
the inverse Laplace and Fourier transformations. The integrand hac a simple 
pole at z = 1 + D^q2, and if we shift the integration contour around this pole, 
condition (2.75) leads to

f l/L2a0(L), L fixed, arbitrary,

L/ —
9

For t = oo only the term with q = 0 contributes, so that Poo(y) = 1/L2, as it should 
be. Since the denominator of the summand in (2.88) has been derived in a small-? 
expansion, we can relate the scales of t and q as

1
DLq2 ’

In view of condition (2.87), this means that the times to be considered are

L2a0(L), L fixed, arbitrary,



(2.91)

(2.93)DL = 1 + + ...

(2-94)

(2.95)

2.4.3

In T] In L .

(2.97)Tj
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exp[—(?r - l)L2y2/t],

1
4 (x - 1) L2

of which the first term is the
In 'i- rge-£ limit we

(tt-I)L2 
irt

whi combine the conditions (2.90) and (2.92), is valid for

t » L2 In L,
y2 3> In L,
L2y2/t finite,

and subject to the obvious condition t L4, which ensures that the distribution is 
not yet affected by the periodic boundaries of the lattice.

rr2 + 2?r - 2
2(ir — 1)L2 

result (2.2).
obtain from (2.91) the Gaussian distribution

(2.96)

After it crosses one of the two boundaries, the hole will return to the particle from 
a completely uncorrelated direction (with respect to one of the two Cartesian direc
tions). The time r2 needed, after crossing, to return for its next visit to the tagged 
particle is

L2 In L .

P<(y) 7jELexP(-’9'» “ DLq2t) 
Lj - 

1

subject to the conditions in equations (2.89) and (2.90). This expression shows that 
the time and space scales are connected by

y2 ~ DLt . (2.92)

Equation (2.91) is precisely the probability distribution for a simple random walker 
which diffuses on a square lattice with diffusion constant Dl- Using (2.86) and (2.77), 
we find

as L —> oo,

A heuristic argument
This exact finite-lattice calculation gives support to the following heuristic argument. 
When the hole is near the tagged particle at site y, it needs rt ~ L2 steps before 
it reaches one of the periodic boundaries (with respect to the particle) situated at 
Zi = yi ± L/2 and z2 = Vi ± L/2. While executing these steps, it will cause the 
tagged particle to undergo a mean square displacement Ay2, which, on the basis of 
the infinite lattice calculation, is given by

Ay2



y2 (2.98)£-2t .

Correlation factor2.4.4

(2.99)fcorr —

(2.101)
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sites visited by the hole after the instant of 
[20, 21]; and this number should equal £2 if

If one is just interested by the result (2.86) for the diffusion constar he tracer
particle, the following shortcut is possible. The diffusion constant of !om walk
with correlations between successive jumps can be written [22, 23, 24] diffusion 
constant of a corresponding walk with the same jump frequency bi; uncorrelated 
jumps, times a correction factor fcorr. For the latter one can derive [2 , 21]

1 + (cos 0)
1 — (cos 0) ’

where 0 is the angle between two successive jump vectors and (...) is the average 
over all pairs of successive jumps.

In our specific case we therefore have

DL = D°Lfa>Tr, (2.100)
where £>£ refers to the corresponding uncorrelated walk. Both fCQrr and D°L are easily 
calculated. Firstly, from the definition of A(z), B(z), C(z), and the small-(l — z) 
expansion (2.78) we find that

(cos0) = B(l) — 4(1)
= •

For L —♦ oo the result for f„rT for the infinite square lattice, as was evaluated by 
Schoen and Lowen [25], is recovered. Secondly, 4 Di is equal to the jump frequency 
of the tracer particle, i.e., to the fraction of all time steps for which the hole displaces 
the tracer particle. In a moving coordinate system in which the tracer particle is at 
rest, the hole will occupy the L2 — 1 remaining lattice sites with equal probability. 
From four of these it can make, with probability 1, a jump across the tracer particle, 
so that in the original coordinate frame the tracer jump frequency, and hence 4 Di, 
is given by

(This is because the number of new 
crossing increases as ~ r2/ln r2, see 
the tagged particle is to have a reasonable probability of having been visited again.) 
Hence, the motion of the tagged particle can be decomposed into uncorrelated time 
intervals of length Tj + r2 ~ t2 ~ L2 In L during each of which it accumulates a mean 
square displacement Ay2 ~ In L. Its total mean square displacement after a time t 
therefore is

(-)Ay2
T2

Not only is this in full agreement with the exact result (2.94), but it also explains 
the conditions of validity (2.95).



ad°l = (2.102)

2.4.5

(Is/il + ls/sO? (2.103)

Strip of width L2.5

(2.104)
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1
£2 - 1

Upon combining equations (2.99) - (2.102), one arrives directly at the expression 
(2.86) for Dl.

= 0.5945... (p),
7F

Constrained dynamics
The problem of Brownian motion on a finite L X L lattice with only one vacancy was 
proposed by Palmer [6] as a microscopic model of constrained dynamics. Such models 
are of great interest since constrained dynamics is held responsable for “slow” (i.e., 
slower than exponential) relaxation in many physical systems (e.g., in spin glasses 
and ordinary glasses). One slow decay law that has received a great deal of attention 
is the “stretched exponential decay”, X(t) ~ exp(—(t/to)p), with 0 < p < 1. Such 
decay is k... own to occur, in particular in microscopic diffusion models that possess 
quei; bed domness [12] or in relaxation models with hierarchical constraints [26]. 
It w c xtremely interesting to know if translationally invariant (as opposed 
to hi al) lattice models like the one studied here, which is constrained by the 
sing1 ( ,cy condition at each site, can also produce stretched exponential decay. 
Compute! imulation [6] of the model of this section for values of L up to L - 64 
preliminarily suggested an approximate stretched exponential behaviour in the main 
decay regime. For the Manhattan distance |j/! | 4- I3/2I considered in ref. [6] we find, 
however (indicating the average with respect to the distribution (2.94) by angular 
brackets)

In this section we study the t —» 00 limit of the probability distribution Pt(y) on a 
strip of finite width L in the j/2 direction and which is infinite in the y\ direction. We 
proceed again via an expansion of the expression (2.26) for P’(q-z) for small q2, q2, 
and 1 — z. In this section we shall denote the function G(z;z) of equation (2.29) as 
Gl(£;*), so that

4t
(^-1)£2

valid in the regime (2.95), for large £, and as long as t <C L*. Hence, this purely 
diffusive behaviour (albeit on a time scale L2) excludes the appearance of stretched 
exponentials. Simulations recently performed by Ajay and Palmer [27] indeed confirm 
equation (2.103).

\ 1 V 1 exp(-ig1z1 -2izikx2/L)
Gl(x-z) = — 2^ — dq1 —-----,, ’

JL k_Q Z7F J 1 — 2 (cos <?1 4" COS ~[J~)



Gt(2e,;z) =

(2.105)

(2.106)

for

<5l(0;z) = + St._1 + O(l-z),

1
Gl(«i; z) =

1
Gt(e2;z) = + ■S’z.,-1 — 2Sl,i + 0(1 — z),

1
Gt(2ei;z) =

1
GL(2e2;z) = + ■Sl.-i ~ 8Sl,i + 8Sz,,3 + 0(1 — z),
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we obtain

n = 0, 1, 2 .

2.5.1 Expansion of P*(g;z) for small q and 1 — z
Expanding the expressions (2.105) in powers of 1 —z is straightforward, and

1

g ____
+ Si,-i + 8Sl,i + 8Sl,3 — 8 + yt/1 — z + 0(1 — z), 

Jj

2 ,____
+ Sl,-i 4- 2Sl,i — 2 4- — z 4- 0(1 — z),

Li

Q 

-l)Ct.o(z)--CL.1(z) + 2Ct.2(z),

FYom the general expressions (2.37) for <4(z), A'(z), jB(z), B'(z), and C(z) we see 
that we need Gt(x; z) for x = 0, ei, e2, 2ei, 2e2, ei + e2. We can, for all these cases, 
perform the qi integration in (2.104) and find, for L > 2,

Gl(0;z) = Cl.o(z),

2
Gt(e1;z) = -(CL.0(z)-l)-CL.1(z),

Gt(e2;z) = Gl>1(z),

8 . 8

Gt(2e2; z) = 2 Gl,2(z) — Gl.o(z),

2
Gl(£\ 4- 62; z) = — Cl,\(z) ~ Cl^z^i

where we have used the abbreviation

1 cosn

As a check, one may verify that the expressions (2.105) satisfy equation (2.30) 
£ = 0, ?i, e2.



1
Gl(?i + z) = (2.107)

(2.108)

(2.109)

-4'(z) = <?t>1 - S34 L J\^~z + 0(1- z),

B'(z) = -SL,X + 2SL,3 - SlA L J\^~z + 0(1 - z),

(2.110)

B(q\z)

(2.1H)

(2.112)L fixed .
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small-(l — z) expansions

where we

for which a

n = -1, 1, 3,

C(z) = | - SL13 - Sl,i (1 - Sla)L JT^z + 0(1 - z) .

2 ____
+ Sl,-i — 4S'l(3 + — z 4- 0(1 — z),

jL

- sL,3 - ((i - sL.,)2 + ) l o(i - z),
Lj

B(z) = Sl.i + 2SL,3 - 1 - ( (1 - SL.,)3 -±)L J\=~z + 0(1 - z), 
JU

The quantities A(l),..., 0(1) represent again the correlations between two successive 
step directions; horizontal and vertical steps are clearly inequivalent now. Substitut
ing the expansions (2.110) in formula (2.24) for T>(g;z), one finds

2 (1 - 25w)(3 - 2SL,X - 2Sl,3)(1 + 2SL,x - 2SL,3) L Vl - z
+ (1 + 2Sl,i — 2Sl,3)(1 — 25l,3)(Sl,i + Sl,3 - -) q3

+ (3 — 2Sl,i — 2Sl,3)(1 — 25l,3)(Sl,3 — Sl,i + q3 
as q —» 0, z —» 1 .

Hence, between the scales of the q, and of 1 — z we now have the relation

introduced the sums

sin"

\J1 + sin2

large-/, expansion gives
o

Sz.._, = -lnZ + O(L°), 
7F

Sl.x = \ + O(L-3),

Sl.3 = - + O(Z,-4).
7T

By sub-i i b:>g (2.107) in (2.37), we find the

Sl.u =
L k=l



(2.113)

(2.114)z —► 1,

|xq,i| for large x0,i- We shall therefore continue

X

2.5.2
case

(2.117)

(2.118)7l =

(2.119)
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Taking this relation into account we find 
expansion of Ujj(q; z) aroui

1

$L,1 + Sl,3 ~ | 
3 — 25^,1 — 2Sr,t3

which for large L becomes

1
7l - z , ■

■/2(tt - 1)

1 once again that the leading terms in the 
ind (?iz) — (0; 1) are the ones quadratic in the g,. Explicitly,

| — Sl,i r oil 
2(1 +2SLi1 -2S\3) L\

(2.116)

Results for
The inverse Fourier and Laplace transform (2.40) reads in this

The main, contribution to this integral will once again come from the region 
(g,z) « (0,1). Since q2 takes discrete values separated by 2-k/L, equations (2.111) 
and (2.112) now show that when \/l — z L-3, the expression for T> can become 
C L~3 only for q2 = 0. We shall abbreviate

Sl.i + Sl,3 — ; 
2(3-25LiI -2Sl,3) T

for q —♦ 0, z —» 1 .

(2.115) 

results (2.111), (2.113), and (2.114) in equatic (J) we find

^(?;2) - - (1 - 2SW)(1 + 2Sta - 2St,3)(SL,1 + SL,3 - i) ql

-(1 - 2St,3)(3 - 2St,i - 2SL,3)(-St,I + Sl.3 + j) <?2,

for q —» 0 and z —» 1, which is independent of the index /3. Furthermore, one can 
check that

52 W(p, XO; Z) = 1 + 0(5(10) x/nTJ), 
0

where h(xo) is a function behaving
our calculation supposing

|x0,i I Vl - z « 1 .

Upon substituting the
after some algebra that



(2.120)

(2.121a)

(2.121b)

(2.122a)

. (2.122b)

W)

(2.123)
7L

oo

(2.124)

fixed, L fixed . (2.125)|Vi|, t -» oo,
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2x2L2t>

Si

_______ 2M!<7?_______
4L2(z - l)i +7^?? (z- l)i’

|yil -Ea 
7t*‘

72 
2n2L2ti

7l .

_ 2 
xL’t<

1
7T2 Lt«

_ 2 
TrL^ti

17

dz 
?+>

’ oo,

oo 

j dz 
0

°°dXe-x^/^2

OO z

y du exp ( —u4 — u 
n '

z2 + -fl^/AL2

'■ JdXe-^'^L2 fdxe-^^ 
0 0

and changing the variable of integration A to

2y/2 
t«7£.P<(y)

where in the last step we 
we could have done the

where we have put x = 
of Pt(y) can, to our

K 

91SIT’
we get, wi: b f = y^/t'* fixed and for t -

J ditu'e’*
— CO

OO

y dKK2e~iKi
—oo

Now carrying out the integration on x 
p = 572 k2 (y/X + 1 — 1) we find

OO

/ 
—co

OO

0

u2. Neither of the integral representations (2.123) or (2.124) 
knowledge, be evaluated analytically. However, both show that

Pi(y) has the scaling form

T 
cos(— + u

Using P'(q-z) from equation (2.116) in (2.117), keeping only the q? = 0 term, and 
deforming the integration contour in the complex z plane in the same way as was 
done for the infinite lattice, one finds

Xy Z7T J J

T ( 72k2'exp(-i<) y du exp I -p2 - p

y du exp (-tZ-yi),

have performed the integration on k and set p = u2. Instead, 
k integration in (2.122a) first to find [28, p. 409]

7t

for t —► oo. After scaling

x2 z = 1 -f- )



(2.126)

-t?-^(3) S

and from (2.124)

(2.128)^+7^(7)

(2.129)P,(y)

Discussion2.5.3
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s2 '
4 u2

_ 2 
ttLj t<

s 10 .

,->/3 eXp(-p/*), 
4

17T

oo

J'(s) = >/2 J du 
0 

r(^)-^+^2r(|),
These relations determine the scaling behaviour of Pt(y ) for large and values of 
the combination |t/i 11_« . In particular, P<(y) has a kink at yi t”« =0. .hermore, 
since the calculation is also valid for t —» oo at fixed y, we immediately ind

exp(—uA — su) cos(— + su)

y fixed and I -t oo .

Root-mean-square displacements increasing with time as t< are known to occur in 
several one-dimensional systems. An example is the reptation model introduced by 
De Gennes [29] to describe the motion of a polymer chain in a melt or dense solution. 
An example closer to the model of this section is a strictly one-dimensional chain (a 
strip of width L = 1) on which impenetrable particles execute Brownian motion in 
the presence of a finite density of vacancies. (See ref. [4] for a survey of work on this 
problem.) It was shown by Harris [30] that in such a system the root mean square 
displacement of a tagged particle increases as t<, and, moreover, that its distribution 
function approaches a Gaussian for long times. For these dependences several 
heuristic explanations are known (see, e.g., Alexander and Pincus [31]). In our case 
the heuristic argument runs as follows. With respect to the hole, the tagged particle 
position y may be considered in good approximation as an immobile origin. In a time 
t the hole, performing a simple random walk, will cross the vertical axis ii = Hi » 
number of times ~ y/t. But on each crossing, since the strip has a width L > 2, 
the hole will miss the tagged particle with a finite probability, which will destroy 
the correlation between previous and later horizontal displacements of the particle.

oo, (2.127)

L —* oo .
2 •

v/ir L — 1) T’

Both (2.123) and (2.124) are useful for making asymptotic expansions. With s = 
one easily finds from (2.123)

It is again easy to verify, especially via (2.123), that Pi(y) is properly normalized 
and that its variance in the yi-direction is given by

<v?>« =
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Chapter 3

3.1 duction

(3.1)D = , p <K 1 .
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Tracer particle motion in a 
two-dimensional lattice gas with low 
vacancy density

p
4(?r - 1)

The steps of a tracer particle are due to its encounters (or “interactions”) with the 
vacancies: a tracer particle can move only by exchanging its position with that of 
a vacancy. The vacancies themselves, to lowest order in their density p, perform 
independent simple random walks.

In three dimensions it is not hard to argue that the tracer particle should perform 
ordinary diffusive motion: new vacancies meet with it at a constant rate, stay in its 
neighbourhood for an effectively finite time [7, 8], after which, with probability one, 
they disappear to infinity. The tracer particle’s total displacement therefore is the 
sum of finite, identically distributed, random contributions whose number increases 
linearly with time. Hence the distribution of the total displacement asymptotically 
becomes Gaussian.

In two dimensions, the case of interest here, the situation is much more subtle. 
Since a two-dimensional simple random walk is recurrent, a vacancy which meets the

In this we consider a lattice gas on a two-dimensional square lattice with
a very surah . isity p of vacancies. A time evolution is assumed whereby lattice 
gas atoms move randomly to unoccupied neighbour sites. We arbitrarily select and 
“tag” one lattice gas particle, to be called the “tracer particle”, and want to study its 
motion. It is usually assumed implicitly that for sufficiently large times and distances 
this motion is diffusive and fully characterizable by a coefficient of self-diffusion, D. 
Once this is taken for granted, there are several ways (see [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]) to find 
an expression for D in the low-density limit. The result for a two-dimensional square 
lattice is



P.sv(y) , y,t —» oo, y/\/\nt fixed (3.2)Ko y

(3.3), l-too .

(3.4)

3.2

Reduction to3.2.1
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An expression for the probability distribu
tion Pt(^)

zero). The variance of this distri-

a finite
lead to ordinal diffusion of

2(*~1) 
In t

4x (tt — 1)
In t

(where Ko is the modified Bessel function of order 
bution is

a one-vacancy problem
We consider a square lattice of Lt x sites x = (zi,z2) with integer valued compo
nents, and impose periodic boundary conditions. In this way any given site becomes 
equivalent to all others. This holds in particular for the origin of the lattice, which

In t
rr(rr- 1)

In the light of these results it is clearly nontrivial to explain how. for 
(nonzero) density of vacancies, their combined effect can 
the tracer particle. This is the subject of this chapter.

In section 3.2 we consider the probability distribution Pi(y) of the f displace
ment y of the tracer particle at time t. Since 1 we can reduce this > : uitity to an 
expression involving only the solution (3.2) of the single-vacancy problem. In section 
3.3 we show that Pt(y), for the case of an infinite square lattice and in the limit of 
low vacancy density, large times, and large distances, takes the scaling form

-J-rp'L
,{y> flat \f Intint)

where f is a numerical constant. We study the crossover of F between the two limits 
pirf/lnt <S 1, which makes contact with the known single-vacancy problem, and 
pirt/lnt 5> 1, where we show that Gaussian behaviour is obtained. We argue that 
the tagged particle performs diffusive motion only when considered at time intervals 
At ~ p-1lnp-1, corresponding to mean square displacements Ay2 ~ In p-1. In 
section 3.4 we show how analogous results hold for an infinite strip of finite width.

Section 3.5 is a general conclusion.

tracer particle once, will meet it an infinity of times thereafter (with probability one). 
In chapter 2 of this thesis we investigated the interaction between a tracer particle 
and a single vacancy initially near to each other (say neighbours). It was found that 
the displacement vector y of the tracer particle after a time t has a non-Gaussian 
distribution Ptsv(y) which, for the case of an infinite lattice, is given by



■

(3.5)

that

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)Pi(yi,xx)... Pt(yv-,xv) - Pt(yr,£i) ■ • ■ Pi(yv',xv),

valid for p <g 1, and where we defined
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I

i:

In the limit of low vacancy density (3.5) 
t = 0 configurations of the vacancies 
independent averages over 
however excluding the origin from being

xy) — Y? • • • Y? ^j7,yi4—+yv *1) • • • xy) . 
yj yv

we may replace the average over all allowed 
on the right-hand side of equation (3.7) by 

the initial vacancy positions Zj, ..., xy separately, still 
an allowed site. That is, we use

V 
p~lxl2^ •

We adopt the rule that at each instant of time all vacancies make a step. Each va
cancy does this by exchanging its position with a particle chosen at random from 
among its four neighbours. Hence an isolated vacancy (i.e., a vacancy as long as 
it is surrounded only by lattice gas particles) performs a simple random walk. In 
a complete description of the lattice gas dynamics, this rule would have to be sup
plemented for cases where two vacancies are adjacent or have common neighbours; 
however : , . ? cases contribute only to (9(p2), and we can leave the rules for them 
unstater.. 1 : c total displacement y of the tracer particle from its initial site is the 
sum of d .-pi- ■ nents yj (j = 1, 2, ..., V) induced only by its interaction with the 
vacancy initially at Xj.

Now, set - ,<i Z], ..., zy) denote the probability of finding the tagged particle at 
lattice site y at time t as a result of its interaction with all vacancies collectively. The 
dependence of Vt on the initial vacancy configuration has been indicated explicitly. 
Let furthermore Pt(yj\Xj) denote the solution of a problem with only a single vacancy, 
viz. the probability of finding the tagged particle at site yj at time t as a consequence 
of its interaction with a vacancy initially at Xj. In the low density limit (3.5) the 
vacancies contribute independently to the total tagged particle displacement so 
one has

we choose as the initial position of the tagged particle. The initial positions of the 
vacancies are denoted by Zi, x2, ..., zy, and are all different from each other and 
from 0. All other lattice sites are filled with untagged particles. In what follows 
we shall use a discrete time t = 0, 1, ... and restrict ourselves to (dimensionless) 
vacancy densities p such that

.... xv) ~ •••12<5f,yi+..+i7v73I(yi;ii) ■■■Pi(yv,xv} •
vi yv

Upon averaging over all initial vacancy configurations, and denoting this average by 
an overbar, one finds



(3-9)P.(v;x) =

(3.13)fc, = O, 1, Li-1, i = 1, 2 .

3.2.2

(3.15)
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1
L\L2 — 1

ei = (1,0) and e2 = (0,1), 

denote the probability that a simple random walker initially at x
( i) hits the origin for the first time at time r, and that
(ii) its position at r — 1 was v .

Furthermore define W’o(*'>i) = 0 for x 0 0. Then, evidently, the first passage time 
distribution

A recursion relation for Pt(y-,x)
The function Pt(ifix) gives the probability that a tagged particle initially at the 
origin has undergone a displacement y at time t due to its interaction with a vacancy 
initially at x. When at a fixed time t the lattice size LiL2 tends to infinity, the 
average Pi(y) will be dominated by initial vacancy sites x far away from the origin, 
and hence Pt(y) will differ from its initial value Po(y) = <5-g only by a vanishing 
amount. In order to isolate this amount we shall, for each vacancy, divide the time 
axis into an initial time interval preceding the time r at which it first arrives at the 
origin, and a subsequent time interval, of length t — r, during which it may interact 
many times with the tagged particle. For the description of what happens during 
this latter interval we shall then be able to profit from the results of chapter 2.

Let Wr(v,x), for x 0, r = 1, 2, ... and ? one of the unit vectors ± ej, ± ?2> 
where

EW;*).
We introduce the abbreviations

P,(y) = T>t(y-,xx, ..., xv), (3.10)

A(y) = P«(»;£), (3.11)

and, for any space-dependent quantity X(y} define a Fourier transform, X’(q}, by

r(f) = £exrfiHWf), (3.12)
v

where the sum runs through all lattice sites and q takes the values

Qi = 2xy-,

With these definitions we find from (3.7) and (3.8)

77(f)* (W))\ (3-14)
valid for p < 1. This equation expresses in a concise form the reduction of the 
quantity of interest, Pt, to the single-vacancy quantity Pt.



(3.16)

h(y-,£) =

(3-17)

its second argument only nearest

P('(?) = 1 - (3.18)

pLiL?

(3.19)1 -

where we introduced the abbreviation

(3.20)
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52 A,_T(9V) 52^(7,*) 
t=0 p=ci ,e2

Fr(x) = ^WT(P,x), r = 0, 1, ...
i7

Z £[1 - -?)eif’i 52 wT^,x).
T=0 U r/0

1
LlL2 -1

1
L\ L2 — 1

A,(g-;i7) = 2-P,'(g;-i7)e'

the right-hand member has as

Here the second term is the desired correction expressing the effect of a vacancy 
hitting the origin before or at the time t; on a large lattice this correction is small. 
Substituting this result in equation (3.14) and using that WT(—v, x) = WT(z7, — x) 
so that E^Wrfiz.z) = (-?,£) one gets

is the probability that the simple random walker (initially at x / 0) will hit the 
origin for the first time at time r, regardless of the direction it comes from.

We now apply these definitions to the case where one has a tagged particle, initially 
at the origin, and a single vacancy, initially at x / 0, which performs a simple random 
walk. Then clearly Wr(t7, x ) is the probability that at time r the tagged particle will 
make its first step, and that this step is in the direction iq and consequently FT(x) is 
the probability that at time r the tagged particle will make its first step, irrespective 
of the direction in which it leaves. Therefore 1 — J2‘_0FT(£) is the probability that 
at time t the particle has not stepped yet. Now, since at time I the tagged particle 
either has made no move at all, in which case it is still at the origin, or has made 
at least one - its first step taking place at time r (0 < r < t) and being in the 
direction (••. hat at time r the position of the vacancy with respect to the tagged 
partici. by —£"), the displacement distribution function P,(y;x) satisfies the
recursion a

[i-E^)]^-.o-
T = 0

+ 5252/’1_T(y-?;-i7)Wr(i7,x), x * 0 .
r=O S

The function P in
neighbour vectors and is the quantity to which the results of chapter 2 apply. Averag
ing over all x (0 0) and Fourier transforming, one finds from (3.17), using definitions 
(3.10), (3.11), and (3.16):



3.2.3

(3.22)

by

(3.23)

(3.24)
Pj)’

through the same values

(3.25)

(3.26)

(3.27)F(z; z) =
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An expression for InP^g)
For any time-dependent quantity Xt we define 
transform (or: generating function), X(z), by

t=0

P,’(q) ~exp I
\ t=0 j7=ei ,e2

= exp (-pnt(q )) . (3 21)(fi*7) Z2 VV7(i7,f) j
/

as in chapter 2 its (discrete) Laplace

where the wavevector p = (pi,p2) runs through the same values as q in equation 
(3.13). The relation between the generating functions W(p, z;z), needed in (3.23) 
and G(x; z), for x / 0, is easily found to be (see section 2.2.4 for a derivation)

*'•*«> -; - W1] ■
Since ^,gGt(x) = 1, we have

EG(£;z) = ^.
£ 1 Z

Therefore, also using the well-known relation [10, 11, 12]

between the generating function for the first passage time distribution, F, and the 
random walk generating function G we find from (3.25)

and where the result is valid for p C 1 and t = 0, 1, .... Now, if we let the number 
of lattice sites go to infinity while keeping the vacancy density p fixed, the expression 
for P"(g) becomes

Applying this definition to fi((g) one finds that Q(g; z) is given

n(?;z)= 52 ^(f;*7;2) 52 n'I*7.*;2) •
fefi,« i/0

Now let G((x), for t = 0, 1, ... and x arbitrary, denote the probal :•> of finding 
a random walker at time t on lattice site x, given that at t = 0 it started at x = 0. 
Then, see e.g. [9, 10, 11, 12], the random walk generating function is given by

C(x- z) = 1 V exp(-ip z)
' ’ L,L2 g 1 — (z/2)(cosp! + cos



(1 —F(r;z)) . (3.28)

Substituting this result in (3.23)

(3.29)

For the remaining development it will be convenient to recall the abbreviations

(3.30)

(3.31)

(3.32)

A(g;i7;z) = (3.33)?=e1,e2,

where

92)

4(5
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By letting z —» 1, and using (3.24) and (3.27), one obtains the equalities

j4(l) + B(l)+2C(l) = 1,
4'(1) + B'(1) + 2(5(1) = 1,

£lV(i7,£;z) =

B'r
Cr

E A(f;F;z)(l-F(i?;z)).
Z

4(1-2)

•V(<f; z)
(1 - 2)^(9; 2)’

z
4(1-2)

we obtain

introduced - hapter 2. The quantities AT and A'T> BT and B', and CT describe 
the prob. 1 ’ ■ ;or two successive moves of the tagged particle, separated by a time 
r, to be ,.) opposite, equal, and perpendicular directions, respectively. In a square 
geometry (an L x L or an oo x oo lattice) the additional invariance of the lattice 
under rotations over tf/2 reduces the number of independent quantities in (3.30) to 
three, since then A'T = z4T and B'T = BT. We remark that from (3.16), (3.22), and 
(3.30) one has

F(ei;z) = A(z) + B(z) + 2C(z) 
F(e2;z) = 4'(z) + B'(z) + 2(5(z).

which express the fact that a two-dimensional simple random walk is recurrent.
Using formulas (3.20), (3.22), (3.30), as well as formulas (2.24) - (2.28), we find

jV(9;ei;z) = 4{C(1 - A'+ B'} - B'(l - A + B)}(1 - cos91)(l -cos
-2(1 - A'- B')(l + A' — B')(l - A + B)(l -cos91)

(l + 4-B)(l-4' + B')(l-cosg2), (3.34)

At = WT(Si,ei), 
A'r = VFT(e2,e2), 
bt = wr(-euet), 

= !4ZT(—e2, e2), 
(- J, Ci),



(3.36)

Infinite lattice3.3

A(z) =

<?(*) = (±~) (3.38)+ O(l-z) •
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—> oo and 
one derives

3.3.1 Long-time limit of the distribution function Vt{y')
We begin by considering A(z), B(z), and <?(z) in the limit Li, L2 

z = 1. Using equations (3.24), (3.25), and (3.30)

7T . 1 ,, x, x ,

- y-(l - z)ln(l - z) + 0(1 - z), 
Z7T

expanding them around

1
2

B(z) =

1 1fit x / ■*■ 1
~ Vq , 

Z 7T

4 in(_s_) + - 2) ln(l - z) + 0(1 - z),

7T

4 In(^)
7T

4 In(j^)

and

T>(g;z) = (1 — 2jBcos<7! + B2 — A2)(l — 2B'cos?2 + B'2 — A?)

— 4C2 (B — A — cos <7i)(B' — A' — cos <?2), (3.35)

and where the z-dependence of A(z'), ..., <5(z) has been indicated only implicitly by 
the hat. An expression for A£(<?; e2; z) can be found from (3.34) by interchanging the 
roles of gi and g2, of A and A', and of B and B‘. Note that T> is invariant under this 
operation. Using formulas (3.31) and (3.33) - (3.35) we can express the sum on v in 
(3.29) fully in terms of A(z), ..., C(z), which in turn, via (3.25), can be expressed 
in terms of the simple random walk generating function G(x;z). Therefore, f2(g;z) 
can now be regarded to be a known quantity.

To find flf(q) we have to perform the inverse Laplace transformation

where the integral is around the origin of the complex z plane. Hence - , task is to 
determine the analytic structure of Q(g; z). It is not possible to detern e zeros of
the denominator 2? in (3.35) exactly. However, since we are interestec !ong-time
expansion, the only knowledge required is the behaviour of the integ: round its
singular point nearest to z = 0. With the aid of equations (3.29) and ; 3.31} - (3.35) 
one can verify that this is the point (q;z) = (0; 1):

D(0; 1) = 0 . (3.37)

Therefore, we have to perform a double expansion, for small 1 — z and for small q. In 
sections 3.3 and 3.4 we shall perform such an expansion of Q(g; z), for the cases of an 
infinite lattice and of a strip of width L, respectively, and determine the asymptotic 
form of 'Pi(y) for y,t —» oo.



■

(3.39)

where

(3.40)/ =

(3-41)W) ■

(3.42)

may show that [12, eq. (2.20)]

(3.43)

(s/2>< (3-44)
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: + fq2 In t

provided (y2)t exists, and where A is the Laplacian with respect to q. Using (3.42) 
we therefore find

(!/2)t = ^2/2Pt(27) = -Ap;(o), 
i7

J J dq exp iq • y —

1
4tt (tt — 1)

In the Appendix to this chapter 
transformation (3.36) for the

_________(L/V_________
(I-*)2 {l + /?2ln(^)}’

1 + fq2In t

we show explicitly how to perform the inverse Laplace 
case at hand. The result for q C 1 and t 3> 1 is

Now,one

^i(lZ) 75—^

U(<7» ~

valid for t 5> 1 and p 1. This result is compatible with numerical simulations by 
Ajay and Palmer [13], who study the Manhattan distance covered by a tagged particle 
on a square L X L-lattice in the presence of one or more vacancies, as a function of 
t. ff {y2)i >s due to a diffusion process (i.e., if it results from the addition of a large 
number of independent displacements), then the diffusion constant D is as given in 
(3.1). However, (3.44) does not imply that diffusion is the underlying process, nor 
even that Vtfy) is a Gaussian. In fact we shall show that only for asymptotically 
long times does P<(jf) become Gaussian.

It remains to evaluate T’l(y) as the inverse Fourier transform of P( (g). For an 
infinite lattice and for asymptotically large times, and if we use equation (3.21) and 
the large-t, small-g, expansion (3.41) of fh(q), this function takes the form

~ pt
■K — 1 ’

Because of symmetry A'(z) = A(z) and B'(z) = B(z}. If we substitute the expansions 
(3.38) in (3.29) and (3.33) - (3.35), then the expansion of fj(q;z), to leading order in 
the <7, and in 1 — z, is found to be given by

1
(2*)2



(3.45)

(£) (3.46a)^<(!/)

l](3.46b)

(3.46c)

© (3.47)F(^,a) = <5(^)e-ff+ K,

(3.48)
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t —» oo, 
pirt/lnt =

-iX- 
dii e

y 
f In t

exp +

and shall show that in this limit 'Pt(y) takes the form (3.4), i.e., depends only on 
the two fixed combinations in (3.45). Starting from equation (3.42), introducing the 
variable of integration K = qy//Int, and extending the integration limits to infinity 
we find

exp(—a) 
2tt

J dx k^x) x*-> = 2“-2r (^) r ,

p —» 0+, y —» oo 
a fixed, y/y/f\nt = q fixed,

The series converges for all a

Int 1 + h.’)

OO

This establishes the validity of the scaling form (3.4) and gives an explicit expression 
for the scaling function F(t?2,ct). Consistent with extending the integration limits 
to infinity we have also instead of a Kronecker delta written a Dirac delta function, 
6(y), thus regarding y as a continuous variable. The coefficient of this delta func
tion, exp(—pnt/\n t), gives the probability that at time t the tagged particle has not 
stepped yet. The function F(q2,a) in (3.46c) can be written as a power series in a. 
By Taylor expanding the exponent in the integrand in (3.46b), and using formulas 
(9.1.18) and (11.4.44) from [14], one finds

where Km is the modified Bessel function of order m. 
when q / 0. Furthermore, using [15, p. 388]

one may verify that 'Pt(y) as given by (3.46) and (3.47) is properly normalized, and 
also reobtain equation (3.44).

(27p_#7^7eX|

= 6(y)exp(-g) 
(~ff) 1 

/Int

= /Ut^ '

—]1 + k2J

°o n

£n!(n-l)l

3.3.2 The scaling limit

The function Ft(y) depends on the variables t and jf, as well as on the parameter p. 
We define a scaling limit



3.3.3

(3.49)Ko y

3.3.4

?<(?) =

(3.50)1 +x
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In t 
pirt

pirt 
In t.

-P,(y) ~ (1 - 4tt (?r — 1)
In t

2x (x — l)pt 
In2 t

1 
4tr3f pt

y
'ir f pt

(p8 — 2p6) + ... .

OO z

J J dp exp I -ip- 
—oo '

/ In t
\pxt

In t \ . 1
—7 P + o —t) i

Initial time regime and crossover

In equation (3.47) there is no restriction on the value of the combination a = pxt/ In t. 
However, although describing the full crossover between small and large values of this 
parameter, equation (3.47) is really useful only for values of pict/In t which are not 
too large, since then the series on the right-hand side of this equation is rapidly 
converging. In fact, for pirt/\nt 1 (that is, times t such that 1 p-1 Inp-1)
one finds from (3.47)

We remark that in the scaling limit (3.45) the quantity y/y/rf pt = ff/y/a also remains 
fixed. Hence (3.50) is easily seen to be of the scaling form (3.46c) (as had to be the 
case). Upon carrying out the p integrals in (3.50) we now find a large-a expansion 
for the function F, viz.

) 6(y) +

Long-time regime

Although equation (3.47) is also valid in this limit, it is no longer a very useful 
expansion, the series being no longer rapidly converging. Therefore, to obtain an 
(asymptotic) expansion for large values of prrt/lnt, we shall now return to equation 
(3.46a). Introducing again an appropriate variable of integration, p = yf prt/ In Z it, 
and expanding the integrand, we find

This expression makes contact with the single-vacancy case studied in chapter 2, 
where, for the infinite lattice, we found the result (3.2). As we will show in section 
3.3.7, pxZ/ In Z i to leading order in t, precisely the mean number of different va
cancies wbi. b met the tagged particle at time t. Hence, when much smaller 
than one. ii is • the probability that at time t the tagged particle has been met by 
one single . the probability for interacting with more than one vacancy being
negligibly small. Therefore, equation (3.49) can be interpreted as saying that for p 
very small, and for a typical initial vacancy configuration, we can find a time regime 
in which the tagged particle has either interacted with a single vacancy, thereby pro
ducing the distribution (3.2), or has seen no vacancy at all, in which case it is still at 
the origin.



F^,a) (3.51a)

with

(3.51b)

T’tCtf) —-----— exp (3.52)

3.3.5

At (3.53a)In pP
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an ’

we obtain, using (3.46c) and (3.40),

£'■(£)

and a corresponding spatial resolution 

Ay2 ~ lnp-1 .

_ exp(-q2/4<r)
4w<7

Scale of tracer particle diffusion: heuristic argument
Equation (3.52), together with its conditions of validity, is a strong indication that 
the tagged particle performs diffusive motion on a coarse grained scale with time 
intervals of size

(3.53b)

We do not prove this mathematically but present a heuristic argument analogous to 
one used in chapter 2.

One may imagine the tagged particle surrounded by a circle of radius p-’. We 
consider processes of the following type: a vacancy (i) enters the circle, (ii) displaces 
the particle at least once, and (iii) leaves the circle again. One process will take a 
typical time At = i\ + t2 ~ p-1 lnp-1, as may be seen as follows. A time Tj ~ 
p-1lnp-1 is needed for the vacancy to reach the tagged particle from a site at the 
edge of the circle; a time r2 ~ p-1 is needed for it to leave the circle again after its first 
encounter with the tagged particle. During the time interval r2 more encounters with 
the tagged particle will take place, so that, by (3.3), during one process the latter 
acquires a mean square displacement Ay2 ~ lnp-1. Since there is, on average, ~ 1

/o(z) = 1, fi(x) = 2 - 4z + x2, ...

Retaining only the first term in (3.51a)

= x - 1 ( (w — l)y2\
) - —r exP .■Kpt \ pt )

valid in the limit t 5> p-1 Inp-1 and p< 1. It is not difficult to verify that Pi(y) is 
indeed properly normalized, and that its variance is given by (3.44).

We note, incidentally, that the Gaussian distribution (3.52) and the conditions 
under which it is valid coincide with an analogous expression for a single vacancy on 
a finite, but large, L x L lattice with periodic boundary conditions i: on replaces p 
by l/£2 (cf. section 2.4).

The result (3.52) shows explicitly that in the presence of a finite of vacan
cies and for asymptotically long times, the tagged particle position i Gaussian 
probability distribution.



3.3.6

(3.54)D

(3.55)

(3.56)
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The usual argument to obtain the diffusion constant
In previous work the motion of the tagged particle has always been assumed implicitly 
to be diffusive, ’he expression (3.1) for the diffusion constant is then arrived at as 
follows. F' ■ di.: on in two dimensions one can write quite generally (cf. [12])

r = P.
Furthermore, fCOTr clearly differs from unity. This is because the particle’s next step 
is more likely to be opposite to its previous step than in any other direction, so that 
its motion becomes strongly anti-correlated. For a tracer particle interacting with a 
single vacancy it is not hard to derive an explicit expression [2, 3] for fct>rr involving 
only (cost?), the average of the cosine being taken over all pairs of successive jumps 
of the tagged particle, and where 6 is the angle between two successive jump vectors. 
For an infinite square lattice one finds [4]

vacancy outside the circle ready to start a process, processes of the above type take 
place at a constant average rate ~ 1/At. It remains to be shown that displacements 
due to different processes are independent. This is certainly true for displacements 
due to different vacancies. In the case that two processes are due to the same vacancy, 
there is a finite (nonzero) probability for the vacancy to approach the tagged particle 
the second time from a direction differing from the one of the first time. Therefore, 
displacements due to different processes by the same vacancy become decorrelated 
at least exponentially fast with their number. This then establishes that the tracer 
particle diffuses on a scale set by equation (3.53).

4

Here T i age jump frequency of the diffusing particle, i.e., the fraction of all
time steps for ••rich the particle is displaced, and fcarr, called the correlation factor, 
was introducer! by Bardeen and Herring [1] to take into account any correlations 
between successive steps of the diffusing particle.

In the present case the tagged particle jumps with probability | when one of its 
four neighbouring sites is vacant; since a site is vacant with probability p we have

f — _ 1_J corr — . ,
7T — 1

a result also derived in chapter 2. Van Beijeren and Kehr [5] argue why the expression 
(3.56) can, to lowest order in the density, also be used in the case of a small, but 
finite, vacancy density. Combining (3.54), (3.55), and (3.56) one then immediately 
finds the correct result (3.1). Yet this argument fails to establish that in order to be 
able to speak of diffusion one has to consider the tagged particle on the scale (3.53).



3.3.7

Sr OO .

(3.58)Sr ~ ST.

(3.59)

(A

(3.60)t » 1,
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ln(t — r) 
In t

ln(t — r) 
Inr

A shortcut calculation of the mean square displace
ment

P
w — 1

Pt
7T — 1 ’

where m and M are cutoffs introduced so that we may use the asymptotic expressions 
(3.3) and (3.58), and where one can derive the last line from the second by introducing 
the scaling r = tx, extracting a factor t from the integral, and letting t —+ oo in the 
remainder. The result is independent of the cutoffs m and M. It is, once more, 
equation (3.44).

If we are just interested in the total mean square displacement (j/2)( of the tagged 
particle but not in the full displacement distribution (3.42), then we can just add the 
mean square displacements due to the various vacancies individually. However, we 
have to take into account that the interaction of a given vacancy with the particle 
does not start until this vacancy reaches the particle for the first time. Therefore, we 
have to know the mean number of new vacancies which meet the tracer particle at a 
time t. In our calculation we average over all initial configurations of the vacancies 
so that any site has a probability p of being vacant. Then the mean number of new 
vacancies which meet the particle at time r is equal to p times the mean number of 
new sites visited at time r by a random walker which has started its random walk at 
time zero. Montroll and Weiss [10] showed that for a square lattice, .Sr, the average 
number of distinct sites visited in a r-step random walk, is asymptoteally given by

r -» oo . (3.57)
In t

Therefore, the mean number of new lattice sites visited by the randor.. er at time 
r is in this limit, to leading order, given by

T
hT? T_,o° •

From the foregoing we conclude that the mean square displacement of the tagged 
particle is given by

<?’>. ~ p £(St - Sr-^Z, t » 1 .

The quantity that multiplies p on the right-hand side of this equation is a function 
only of time. Using equations (3.3) and (3.58) we now find

P
1 4^

t-M

J dT 
m



3.4 Strip of width L

A'(z) = SL.t - Sl4 L y/V=~z + 0(1 - z),

B'(z) = -S, + 2 Si,3 - SlA L + 0(1 - z),

(3.61)

(3.62)

(3.63)

(3.64)

where

(3.65)Q2 = +

(3.66)Q2- for L oo .

■■
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1 — 2 Sl,i + 2 Si,3
1 + 2 Sl,i — 2 Sl,z 4

B(z) = SLA + 2SL,3 - 1 - ( (1 - Si,.)2 - )Ly/T^7+ 0(1 - z),

n = 1, 3,

C(z) | - ■ ,.3 - Si.i (1 - Si,.) L y/T^ + 0(1 - z) .

f2(g;z) ~

S^n = T E 
L t=i

we find to leading order in the

2 Si,i + 2 Sl,3 ~ 1 <72 
3-2Sl,! -2Si,3 4

Note that

Here we h;<-..- introduced the sums

sin"

\/l + s>n2 T7 

which have the large-£ expansions

5i,i = | + O(L-2)

Si,3 = ^ + O(L-") .

Therefore, using (3.61) in (3.29) and (3.33) - (3.35) 
?, and in 1 — z,

1 2
4(ir-l)?

3.4.1 Long-time limit of the distribution

The equations (3.24), (3.25), and (3.30) are again our starting point. In the case of 
a strip of finite width L we have, for z —» 1, the expansions (cf. section 2.5)

4(z) = 1 - Si,! - ( (1 - Si,.)2 + ) L y/1^ + 0(1 - z),



dz
(3.67)

For the strip Pt(y) is recovered from P(’(g) through

(3.68)

dz

fL = (3.70)

3.4.2

(3.71)
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1 - z~ 
z — 1

valid for p <S 1, t 3> 1, and with

2 5l,i + 2 SL,3 — 1
4(3-2SLil-2SL,3) ’

For L —♦ oo this constant tends to irf of equation (3.40). Just as for the infinite 
lattice we shall discuss two limiting cases.

pM 7
rr J

The scaling limit

For the case at hand we define a scaling limit 

( t —♦ oo, p —» 0+, |yi| —♦ oo 
( pL>/i fixed, y-^L? I fit = ( fixed .

Z - 1 +
(3.69)

2^ J dqi e~,q"n exp

Since q2 takes discrete values separated by 2tt/L (cf. (3.13)) equation (3.37) shows 
that for t —► oo and L finite (which corresponds to z —+ 1 and q - 0 in Laplace- 
Fourier space) only the term with q2 = 0 contributes. The time n< for Vt(y) 
to become independent of y2 is (9(L2/p). If we wanted to calculai transient 
behaviour of Pt(y) in the y2 direction, more values of q2 near 0 wc have to be 
taken into account. However, we shall instead completely eliminate th. ' pendence 
of Pt(y) by summing on y2. In this way we find from (3.68), (3.21), (3« -7), and (3.65)

1 - Q2L~X 
z-1 z-1+Q4L-2 •

The inverse Laplace transformation (3.36) cannot be performed explicitly. However, 
as for the infinite lattice we can shift the path of integration, folding it around the 
branchcut of the square root, which starts at z = 1 and which we choose to run along 
the positive real axis. Then integrating the discontinuity of the integrand one finds 
for t 1 and Q < 1

n((9-)^7 
7T J



(3.72a)

5(y.)

-1]

(3.72c)

3.4.3

(3.73)

(3.74)
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w2e-“2 

v2 + o>4 ’

accord-
K

exp(u2)

2pLy/t 
r

2pL\/t

Initial time regime and crossover
For 2pLyJt/ir 1 (that is, times t such that 1 Ci < p~2L~2)

oo

J du 
0

oo

J du 
0

we find from (3.72b)

oo

J d«e“,K^[exp

p-sV(2/i)^i/57^e”'“7dv

«-
U2 + K4

where F} is .. seal: , function. This expression is easily shown to be properly normal
ized. It is valid for all values of 2pL^/z/rr, and therefore describes the full crossover 
from very small to very large values of this variable.

J I j[,2 °? /

( IT\exp I — 2pL J — I

exp (-2pZyj)

2* ^ftt/L2

Then, from equation (3.69), introducing new variables of integration k and u 
ing to <?, = L2/fit and z = 1 + u2/Z, extending the integration limits of the
integration to infinity, and using that for fixed u we have that (1 + y) 
as Z —> oo, we find

— (1 — 2pL^)6(yt) + J dK. e~‘* J du

Now a difference appears between this expression and its two-dimensional analogue, 
equation (3.49). We first remark that 2pL\jtl'K is the leading order term of a large- 
Z expansion of the expected number of different vacancies having met the tagged 
particle up until time Z (see below). Since in (3.73) this parameter is much smaller 
than one, it is just the probability that for a typical initial vacancy configuration the 
particle has seen exactly one vacancy until time Z. Therefore (cf. (3.49)), one would 
expect the second term on the right-hand side of (3.73) to be closely related to the 
probability distribution for the single vacancy case on the strip, which we studied in 
chapter 2. There we established the asymptotic result

1 - e-» 
U2 + K4

(3.72b)

T’/Gzi)



(3.75)

(3.76)t —♦ oo .

(3.77)

,w2r2 (3.78)

(3.79)
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exp[—A (w2 + «■*)],

integral running 
/c-yi — x2,v =

1
W2 + K4

„ n L
St St—i _ .—_,

yjrt

For the tagged particle problem this implies that the probability that the particle 
meets a vacancy at time t is, to leading order in t, given by Lp/x/ivi. Since furthermore 
2pLyJtl'K 1, one has that Lp/y/ivt is also, to leading order, the probability that the 
tagged particle encounters its first vacancy at time t. Now consider a (not normalized) 
distribution defined as the contribution to P/(t/i) of all situations in which
up until time t the tracer particle has interacted with precisely one vacancy (the 
possibility of having interacted with more than one vacancy will contribute only to 
order p2). Taking into account the distribution of first encounter times we can then 
express At(j/i) with the aid of the single vacancy result as

«2e w2 f , ,
0

To evaluate asymptotically we replace the sum on r by an 
from 0 to t, use the asymptotic results (3.74) and (3.76), and put = 
wy/l — x2, and r = tx2. In this way we find

2Pl r&r 7
’ L-oo 0

If one uses the integral representation
oo=y ax 

0

which is independent of the initial position of the single vacancy. However, whereas 
for the infinite lattice the link between the single-vacancy case and the initial time 
regime of the finite density case seems to be obvious (cf. (3.49)), here we must work 
a little harder to show that the results (3.73) and (3.74) are compatible. In fact, we 
shall now show that the second term in (3.73) can be derived from the single vacancy 
result (3.74) if the distribution of the first encounter times between the tagged particle 
and a single vacancy is taken into account. To this end we shall follow a reasoning 
similar to the one in section 3.3.7.

For a strip of width L, the average number of distinct sites visited in a i-step 
random walk, St, is asymptotically given by

St — t —♦ oo

(this slightly generalizes equation (III.15a) of [10]). Therefore, the mean number of 
new lattice sites visited by this random walker at time t is, to leading order in t, given 
by



A(s/i)

, £ = yiy/L^Ifit, (3.80)

3.4.4

'P'Avx) exp — ip

. (3.81)

kept fixed, so

exp —ip

3.5 Conclusion
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dp 
2*x/pfit

dp

l/i 

'pfiA

l/i 

'pfrA

1
Wirpfpt

1___
A + 1

dx p2L2t 
1 + i2 p2x2

new variables of integration p and x 
we find

We have shown that a tracer particle in a two-dimensional lattice gas with a low 
vacancy density p performs diffusive motion only when considered at time intervals of

-P2

the integrals on w and x can be carried out, which gives

— VJ du e~,Ki J dX K2e_A''< arcsin
77 ' L -oo 0

7d-^7du
-oo 0

where in the second line we rewrote the A-integration by first performing an inte
gration by parts and then substituting u — k2VA. Finally we see that the resulting 
distribution is precisely given by the second term on the right-hand side of (3.73), so 
that we have indeed shown that this term is nothing more than the single vacancy re
sult obtained in chapter 2 but then convoluted with the distribution of first encounter 
times.

For the infinite jattice one can verify that the distribution for the single vacancy 
case (3.2) an he - ■ obtained by applying the convolution (3.77) to (3.2) are asymp
totically equ-,1 .is due to the slowly varying character of the logarithm, and 
explains the . < . nee of the single vacancy result itself in (3.49).

Long-time regime
We return to equation (3.72a). Introducing 
according to k = p/y/p2L2t and u = p2x/pL\/t

OO

/ 
—oo

1 I p*x2n OO-V 
0

Now, since in the scaling limit (3.71) both pLy/t and y, L2 /fit are
that yi/y/pft^t is a fixed quantity, we have that for p2L2t » 1

p/(!/i) - f
—OO

which is again a properly normalized Gaussian distribution. For L —♦ oo it coincides 
with equation (3.52) integrated over 3/2-



Appendix

(3.A1)1, 2, ....

2 — 1

n<(?)

(3.A2)
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size At ~ p 1 In p-1. The mean square displacement in such a time interval is Ay2 ~ 
In p As a consequence, for a given tracer particle starting at an arbitrary position 
at t = 0, there is an initial time regime t p-1 In p-1 in which the distribution 
function of its displacement, "Pt(y), is not a Gaussian but a modified Bessel function 
Kq. Nevertheless for all t 1 the mean square displacement increases linearly 
with time. We have considered the scaling limit t —► oo, y —> oo, and p —♦ 0+ at 
fixed pt/ In t and y/\/ln /, and calculated the scaling function describing the crossover 
between the initial time regime and true diffusive behaviour. We have also considered 
the same problem on an infinite strip of width L, where the initial time regime is 
given by t p~2L~2.

Finally, we remark that if there is a finite density of tracer particles (in addition 
to the finite vacancy density), then the same initial time effect will appear in the self
contribution to the dynamic structure factor, which is nothing but 'Pt (<f). Hence, 
this effect is, in principle, experimentally observable. It is interest!n-: to point out 
that just recently Van Veluwen and Lekkerkerker [16] have been e to observe 
non-Gaussian displacement distributions in dynamic light scattering riments on 
concentrated dispersions of colloidal particles. In this (three-dimensi< system the 
non-Gaussian statistics arise from slowly decaying correlations, int- ■. • cd by the 
interactions of the colloidal particles among themselves.

(l-zy (l+/92ln (t^))

dz z' — 1 irfq2
(1 - 2) (1 + JV In (j^))

_ 7 — z‘ ~1 1_______ iq2______J z< z-1 z-1 (1 + /921n(_£_))2 + ^;2C’

We calculate the inverse Laplace transform Qf(g) of Q(g*;z) for the infinite lattice. 
Consider a function A(z) of the complex (Laplace) variable z, which is regular on the 
unit disk. Then

J z‘ 1 — z J Zl Z — 1
where the integral is around the origin. The validity of this equation is readily 
established by expanding (1 — z)-1 on the left-hand side in powers of z, thereby 
finding ^z zk~t fi(z), then remarking that, because h(z) is regular on the unit 
disk, f dz zk~‘ h(z) = 0 for k > t, and using that £1=0 2* = Zz Z \ ■ From (3.36) and 
(3.39), also using (3.Al), we now find that for t 3> 1

1 f dz Ttfq2



(3.A3)

(3.A4)= 0(w-l),

(3.A5)

the result being valid for q 1 and t»l.
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Chapter 4

(4-1)(r2), t .

(4.2)
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The number of distinct sites visited by a 
tracer particle

We first brief! . he tracer particle problem. Consider an infinite d-dimensional 
hypercubic lai-.ve v th a fraction 1 — p of its sites occupied by identical particles. 
The remaining sites ^rc empty. All particles on the lattice perform Brownian motion, 
but subject to a “no double occupancy” condition. Alternatively, one may think of 
the vacancies (empty sites) as performing simple random walks, which in the limit 
p I 0 become independent. One of the particles is selected at random and is called the 
tracer particle. The object now is to investigate its motion, for example by calculating 
its diffusion constant.

When studying this problem, the general observation usually made is that many 
of the properties of the motion of the tracer particle can be found by first considering 
the corresponding property for a simple random walk on the same lattice and then af
terwards applying a “renormalization of time” in the obtained result. As an example, 
consider the mean square displacement of a simple random walk on a d-dimensional 
hypercubic lattice and in a discrete time t = 0, 1, ... . It is given by

For the corresponding tracer particle problem (see e.g. the review article by Kehr and 
Binder [1]) one finds for the mean square displacement of the tracer particle, if the 
step frequency of an isolated vacancy is taken as the unit of time,

(^)t - pf(p) t, pi» 1 ■

Obviously, (4.2) may be obtained from (4.1) by replacing t by pf(p}t- The factor 
p comes in since the tracer particle can move only when it is reached by a vacancy, 
which, on average, happens every p-1 time units. The factor f(p) is called the cor
relation factor and takes into account the characteristic backward correlation effects



(4.4)

(4-5)t » 1 .
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£P<(5) 
1=0

are there just consider 
0 

rather accurate

___________ 14-(4 — B) cost?,____________
1 —2(B—C) coa q,4-(B —j4)(B4->4 —2C)

_____________cosg,4-4 —B_____________
1-2(B-C)cosq.4-(B-4)(B4->1-2C)

where Pt(0) denotes the probability for the walk to be at its starting point at time t. 
Formula (4.4) was in fact first derived by Gillis [5], albeit in a rather complicated way 
involving a lengthy manipulation of determinants. The average number of distinct 
sites St visited by a random walk (whether correlated or not) in three and higher 
dimensions is asymptotically given by [6]

t
E“o-P<(0)’

Hence, using (4.4), St is known for the ABC model.
We shall now explicitly treat the three-dimensional tracer particle problem, in 

order to be able to compare with Czech’s results. The procedure is easily generalized 
to higher dimensions. We first consider a tracer particle and a single vacancy on 
the infinite three-dimensional lattice. The probability Bq that after a first step the

in the motion of the tracer particle (to see that these effects 
two successive moves of the tracer particle due to the same vacancy). Only for p 
and p = 1 can its value be calculated exactly, but for general p a 
approximation exists [2].

As Czech [3] showed, however, in three and higher dimensions, the “renormaliza
tion procedure” sketched above does not work for the calculation of <St, the average 
number of distinct sites visited by the tracer particle at time t. In fact, he found 
that St could, asymptotically, be described remarkably well by modelling the tracer 
particle motion as a special correlated random walk, called the Backward Jump (BJ) 
model, with appropriately chosen, p-dependent, step probabilities, see [3]. The reason 
for this good agreement was not fully clear. We shall show now that, arguing along 
the same lines as Czech, one can find the exact answer for St in the limit p | 0 and 
pt 1. We shall indeed describe the tracer particle motion as a correlated random 
walk, with afterwards t replaced by pt for the reasons given above, but ns: ad of the 
BJ model Czech used, we shall use a more general correlated random al' model.

To be specific, we consider a correlated random walk with a on . v memory 
on a d-dimensional hypercubic lattice in discrete time t. At any inst; time the 
walker steps to one of its nearest-neighbour sites. Let A denote the probability that 
two consecutive steps of the walker are in opposite directions, B the probability that 
they are in the same direction, and C the probability for them to be in any of the 
other, right-angled, configurations. Then obviously

A + B + 2(d-l)C = l . (4.3)

The BJ model employed by Czech corresponds to taking B = C. Ernst [4] has studied 
this ABC model and finds



(4.6)

(4.7)

(4-8a)

(4.8b)B = 0.12349..., C = 0.13579...

another,

with the values A, B, C of (4.8a)

(4-9)St ~ 0.4907...pt, P « 1, pt » 1 •

This should be

(4-10)
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Ao =
Bo =
Co =

0.223423...
0.013581 ...
0.025883...

compared to Czech’s

we find from (4.6) and (4.7)

4 = 1
3

(and that in d dimensions A = 1/d). For B and C

Since Ao + Bo + 4 Co < 1 it is not certain that there will be a second step. However, if 
we now introduce a finite density p of vacancies, then the tracer particle will make an 
infinite number of steps, since vacancies will keep arriving at the site of the particle 
at a constant rate p. In the limit p J, 0 moves of the tracer particle due to different 
vacancies are uncorrelated. If a given vacancy, after having caused a step of the tracer 
particle, does not cor. c back to it, then a different vacancy will come in and cause a 
step in an inde .•.-n.i. ... direction. This shows that the ABC model applies exactly to 
the tracer pai .ion if one chooses the probabilities A, B, and C according to

X — XCJ — ( Ao — — 4Co), X = A, B, C, also in Xq .
o

It is possible to show that with this prescription the low density limit of the correlation 
factor f(p) has the correct value [7, 8]. Also one may show that

But then it is clear, B and C being rather close to one another, why the BJ model 
works so well. In the low density limit Czech uses the values A = 0.34153..., B = 
C = 0.13169 ..., very close to the values in (4.8a) and (4.8b), respectively. Evaluating 
(4.4) numerically for the three-dimensional case with the values A, B, C of (4.8a) 
and (4.8b), we find

St « 0.4863 ...pt .

Our result is « 0.9% higher than Czech’s BJ approximation and is consistent with 
his simulation results which systematically are somewhat higher than the prediction 
of the BJ model but where “ the deviations are less than ~ 1.5% ” [3].

tracer particle will ever make a second step in the same direction, as well as t e 
corresponding probabilities Ao for reversal and Co for stepping sideways are known. 
Sholl [7] states them as
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Chapter 5

finite lattice by

5.1 Intrc ! ion

(5-1)tn —
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Covering of a 
walk

a random

In a recent pap; ; -rovsky et al. [1] considered the “lattice covering-time prob
lem”. They took . •-> d-dimensional hypercubic lattice consisting of N1^ x ... x 
TV1/** = TV sites. 1 by simulation calculated the mean time, ryv, it takes a sim
ple random walk to cover the lattice, i.e., to visit all sites at least once. The problem 
was investigated in one through four dimensions, both with periodic and reflecting 
boundary conditions. In dimension d = 1, for both types of boundary conditions, 
analytical expressions for the mean times tn could subsequently be conjectured for 
general N. For example, for periodic boundary conditions one found tn — |TV (AT—1). 
Yokoi et al. [2] proved these conjectures by reformulating the problem as an exactly 
solvable first-passage time problem. However, this method of solution seems tractable 
only for the case d = 1. For dimensions 2, 3, and 4, Nemirovsky et al. found that in 
the limit N —+ oo a good fit to the simulation data is given by

4 TV In2 TV (1 + C/In TV), d = 2, 
A7Vln7V(l 4-C/lnTV), d = 3, 4,

where A and C are dimension-dependent constants for which numerical values were 
determined [1]. The constant A, for a given dimension d, is supposed to be indepen
dent of boundary conditions, whereas C does depend on them. Coverings by random 
walks have also been considered in the mathematical literature, in the much more 
general setting of continuous time random walks on arbitrary finite groups. Results 
for tn there were given by Aldous [3]. For related work also see [4, 5, 6].

In this chapter we do two things. First, in section 5.2, we investigate a problem 
closely related to the one described above. It will be called the “last-site problem . 
Instead of considering the time at which the lattice is covered by the random walk, 
we study the probability Ln(x) that site x is the last site visited in the covering 
process, irrespective of the time at which this happens. Formally, for a random walk



(5.2)

whereas

(5.3)

x = 1, 2, ..., N - 1,

£at(£)~- 1- (5.5)

decaying function of its argument (cf. (5.41)).

(5.6)
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(5-4)

 _  a the limit
with x/N'ld fixed, we find in dimensions d > 2 the F) has the

hd (a^)

N\-2/d

Ln(x)

£yv(0)

for all N > 2. In sections 5.2.2 — 5.2.4 the case d > 2 is discus'
N, |z| —♦ oo 
scaling form

where hd is a decaying function of its argument (cf. (5.41)). Hence, Ln(x) is a 
function which increases with distance and tends asymptotically to a constant. For 
the exceptional dimension d = 2 the scaling form

h* (^)
In cN

in discrete time t = 0, 1,2, ..., introducing the probability Ln(x\ t) that at time t 
the random walk completes the lattice covering by visiting site £, we can write

t=O

TN = .
2 t=0

In (5.3) the sum on x runs over all sites of the lattice. We shall study the last-site 
problem on finite hypercubic lattices with N^d x ... x N'^d = N sites, applying 
periodic boundary conditions and using a discrete time variable.

In section 5.2.1 we find for the case d = 1, with the walker starting at the origin,

1
TV- 1’

= 0,

M£)~l 1-

is obtained, where c is a constant (cf. (5.41)). Both expressions (5.5) and (5.6) yield 
Ln(x ) = 1 to leading order in N. In our calculations there appears a characteristic 

time, T/v, at which, on average, all sites except for a number that remains finite when 
N ~* 00 have been visited at least once. If one is willing to identify the leading order 
behaviour in N of f/y with that of r^, we can confirm equation (5.1) and give values 
for A for the different dimensions (see (5.37)). The A values thus obtained agree with 
those calculated by Aldous [3] and are in reasonable agreement with the numerical 
values found by Nemirovsky et al. [1].

In section 5.3 we study a second problem, different from, but closely related to, 
the last-site problem: we there investigate the structure of the set of sites not yet 
visited by the random walk at large times t . Whereas in d = 1 this structure is trivial,

1
N



(5-7)Nl(R,arN) a <2,0

_ \/f >R
(5.8)Nt(R,arN)

5.2 The last-site problem
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> 2 a nonvisited site x (if there then is still one left) is 
show that in dimensions d > 2 the correlations between

In n 
lnc/V

R2N 
around the site ' is ■ 
sites in d = 2 h.

a______
1 —Ln R/ In cN In R i

IncN 1

it is quite interesting in d = 2, where on the time scale tn it is fractal-like with a 
time-dependent fractal dimension. More precisely, we take t — cxtn-, thus introducing 
the reduced time variable a. For given a, the average number of sites which have not 
been visited yet at that time is shown to be ~ Nl~a as TV —> oo. The structure of the 
nonvisited set is then studied by calculating Ng(R, t). This quantity, by definition, 
denotes the number of sites not yet visited at time t within a disk of radius R around 
a nonvisited site x. We find that

In this section we consider the problem of calculating LN(x) for general dimension 
d. Since the problem in d = 1 can be solved exactly for any N, we consider this 
dimension separately.

which is independent of x, and which is in fact valid for those R for which In R/ In cN is 
negligible. If there were no correlations between the nonvisited sites, the probability 
for a given site not to have been visited at given a would, in view of the average 
number of nonvisited sites, be of the order of N~a. One would then find Ng(R, ar^) ~

. Equation (5. shows, however, that the actual number of nonvisited sites 
:h larger. This leads to the conclusion that the nonvisited 
c*ng tendency to cluster. This conclusion is supported by a 

calculation of A !\ -,.) for general R. Taking the finite size effects of the lattice
into account, we find 0 < a < 2 and N —* oo:

Formula (5.7) is a special case of (5.8). Not only does the density of nonvisited sites 
around the nonvisited site x decrease with increasing 7?, as is clear from (5.8), but for 
| < ex < 2 there is in fact even a radius R ~ Np‘ with = 1 — [or/2]1/2, outside which 
there are no longer any contributions to the leading order behaviour of N?(R, arpj'). 
This may be interpreted as saying that the typical size of the nonvisited region then 
is of the order of 7V^’. For a 
essentially alone. Finally, we 
sites not yet visited are weak.

Section 5.4 is a general conclusion.



5.2.1

(5.9)(p)^.V

(5.10)

that

(5.H)

Since obviously

(5.12)

x=l, 2, N-l,

(5.13)

(5.14)
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I

The calculation of the 
discussed in ref. [7].

E^G)I ■
<3=0 /

1
N-l'

one may check that indeed

I / 0 .

L^(x) =

Ln(0) = 0,

which is (5.4). Using standard random-walk theory, 

f^1’2)(2) = y2n- 
i2=0 ' 1

sum in (5.14) is a classic first exit problem on an interval,

,{!i'2}(2)

'V’2)(2)F(3(1),

•V’2^2) =

= ( e e F,{r^+,’(P) 
\tj=o p=x±l

oo 

E^1 
,<2=0

But the random walk will eventually reach any site of the lattice so

E E ^x-,’i+,}(p) = f F13(1) = 1.
<l=0p=x±l <3=0

This implies that L/v(z), for x / 0, is a constant independent of

N-l

E -M1) = i.
x=0

we find

The one-dimensional case
Consider a ring with N sites, labelled 0, 1, ..., N — 1, and suppose that a simple 
random walk on this ring starts at 0. Let Pt(z) denote the probability that the walk 
arrives at site x for the first time at time t. Furthermore Ft{x,v}(p) will denote the 
probability that the walk enters the set of two points {x, y] for the first time at time 
t by reaching its point p (p = x or p = y). Then we can write

W) = f f f 6M1+t2+t3
tj=O <2=0 <3=0

X 52 Ff*-I.x+>1
p=x±l

This is so because if x is the point visited last, at time i, one must first (at a time 
tj) visit one of its neighbouring sites x ± 1, then (in a time t2) go all the way around 
the ring and visit its other neighbouring site without visiting x itself, and finally (in 
a time t3 = t — t, — t2) visit x itself. Of course LN(0, t) = 0 for all t nd .V > 2 since 
the walk starts in 0. Summing (5.9) on t and using (5.2), we find fcr 0



(5.15)£,(£) = l-£Fr(x),

Then

(5.17)

(5.18)F(x;2) =

(5.19)1
£,(f) = 1 -
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find, using (5.18), 

<5(£;*)1 
(5(0;*) J ’

an inverse Laplace

the whole history of the walk. There exists then 
nor for Ln(x] t), from which Ln(x) can 1— 
shall first look at a different problem and then later on make the

5.2.2 Probability that site x has not been visited at time t 
We consider the probability Ct(x ) that the simple random walk starting at site 0 at 
time 0 has not yet visited site x at time t, irrespective of the number of other sites it 
has visited up till then. Obviously,

This, then, concludes our investigation of the case d = 1, and we now want to 
consider the same problem in dimensions d > 1. There, like in d = 1, one can write 
down a formal expression for L/v(z;f). It involves a sum over all paths that reach 
site x for the first time at time f, after having visited all other sites. However, in 
these dimensions, this formal expression is of no use for obtaining explicit results for 
£jv(z;/). The problem is that the property “z is the last site visited” in dimensions 
d > 1 depends on the whole history of the walk. There exists then no simple equation, 
neither for Ln(x) nr>r £r»r !.„( '?• t\. from which Ln(x') can be solved directly. To 
obtain L/v(z), we 
connection with calculating L^r(x).

where is the d-dimensional first-passage probability. For any time-dependent 
quantity Xt we introduce the discrete Laplace transform (or: generating function)

ooX(z) = £ z'Xt . (5-16)
t=0

we find from (5.15)

Let (5(x; 2) denote the generating function of the probability Gt(x ) to find the random 
walk at site x at time t, given that it started at site 0 at t = 0. It is well-known (see 

e.g. [7, 8, 9]) that

g(£; z)
G(6-,z) ’

If we define Fr(0) — <5T.o, then (5.18) is valid for all x. Performing 
transformation of (5.17) we

1 f dz
2^i J P+>T -2

where the integral is around the origin of the z plane.
For a hypercubic lattice [7, 8, 9]



(5.20)

G(£;z) = (5.21)+ gN(x;z'),

(5.22)

(5.23)with T7T72 fixed’ d 2

Here

(5.24)

d = 2,

(5.25)f(y)
, d > 2,

(5.26)Soo(?)

The lattice Green function

frw(x) = 9n(0) — 9n(x) (5.27)
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runs over all vectors (^ 0) 
as limt-oo Ek,=-z,> i e-> 

the origin. One easily shows that for

This infinite sum, which is not absolutely convergent, 
with integer valued components, and should be taken 
over ever increasing hypercubes centered on 
ItfllO

rfT(f-l)

which is consistent with the well-known fact that [7, 11] 

~|x|-<11-2), d > 2, |x|-»oo, 
= oo, d = 2 .

i,t6

where c = 1.8456... [10] and where gm(0) is the average number •’ visits to the 
origin on the infinite lattice. By inspection of (5.20) one obtains

9n(.O ) ~

2 
--ln|y I,

as |x I, N —♦ 00

G(x- z) = — V________exp(-.q x)________
N ? 1 - (z/d)(cos qi + ... + cos qd)

Here q is a d-dimensional vector with components q< = 2irkJ L, where ki = 0, 1, 
L — 1, with L = the linear size of the lattice. In (5.20) only the q = 0 term 
diverges as z —♦ 1. To make this divergence explicit we write

1

so that gn(x;z) remains finite as z —♦ 1. For later reference we record the following 
properties of gs(x) = <?jv(x; 1). For N —» 00 one has [8, 10]

1 In cN, d = 2, 
Soo(0), d > 2,

d
2>r2

x



(5.28)|x| -> oo,d = 2,

(5.29)

(5.30)

(5.31)0 .

(5.32)(* - 1)

exp

(5.33)x 1 + O
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t \
~NgN(6)J

+ OTV3-/^(O)) +°(tV3-/^(O)

which is valid for TV » 1 and i > Ngy(6). Obviously, since we want t/N3~*^dgf/(0) 
to be negligible with respect to 1 for the result (5.33) to be useful, there is also an 
upper bound on the allowed t values. Furthermore, using (5.22), one can see that 
for d = 2 the corrections to the leading order behaviour are at best of relative order 
In 2 cN, and thus disappear only very slowly with increasing N.

Ct(x) ~

remains finite as N —* oo, also for the case d = 2. In fact [7]

?„(£)= ^ ^ 111+ 0(1), 
7T r0 |z |

where r0 = exp(—■y)/2\/2 = 0.19850 ... with 7 Euler’s constant.
With (5.21) equation (5.19) becomes

£ / _ 1 I dz gN(0;z) - gN(x\z)
2niJ z'+> X + (1 _2)ffJV(0;z) '

The long-time behaviour of £t(x ) is determined by the root of

yy + (1 - z)ff/v(0;^) = 0

closest to the unit circle. This root is in absolute value larger than one. As remarked 
by Weiss et al. [12], for N » 1 this root is in fact close to z = 1. Expanding the 
left-hand side of (5.30) around z = 1 gives

yy + (1 - 5vC . - (1 - z)2S^(0) + ••• =

One easily verifies that y,v(0) = (dgN/dz)(0; 1) ~ The first two terms on
the left-hand side of equation (5.31) are of comparable magnitude when

1
Wy/v(0)

This relation determines how to scale the time t with the lattice size TV as TV ♦ 00, 
since eventually, due to the inverse Laplace transformation, t — 1/(1 “ *)• Using the 
scaling (5.32), one may verify that for d > 2 only the first two terms on the left-hand 
side of (5.31) contribute to the leading order result for £t(z), the higher order terms 
giving rise to corrections. It is remarked that for d = 1 where flAj(O) — TV/6 and 
?Ar(O) ~ TV3/180 [8], all higher order terms in (5.31) are of the same order as the first 
two and therefore (5.31) then is useless. From (5.29) we finally find that for d > 2

[1  
L <7zv(o)



5.2.3

(5.34)

(5.35)

(5.36)

(5.37)A =

(5.38)A =
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= 0, 
s

0.33 (0.30),
1.55 (1.63),
1.30 (1.23),

<7=3, 
<7 = 4.

<7 = 2,
<7 = 3, 
<7 = 4 .

S( ~ TV [1 — exp

The characteristic time tn to visit the last site
Now that we have calculated £((z), we can use it to determine the average number 
of sites St visited by the random walk at time t since St = E;(l — £<(£)). The result 
is

t 
NgN(0)

In the derivation one uses that

as may be deduced from (5.20), (5.21), and the fact that E?exp(—
Formula (5.34) is valid for large TV and Ngw(0) <, t <C N3~4^dg^(6), and agrees with 
the one given by Weiss et al. [12].

Let Tpj be the time at which, on average, almost all of the sites of i ■. lattice have 
been visited, i.e., for which St = TV — M with M of order 1. From equ n (5.34) we 
then find

tn — 9n(6 )TV In TV ~

This result in fact agrees with the result found by Aldous [3] in his investigation of the 
covering-time problem. The value for ff<x>(0) in <7 = 3 was first evaluated analytically 
by Watson [13]. We note that there exists an asymptotic large-<7 expansion of gx(0) 
in powers of l/2d, given by Montroll [14]. The A values in (5.37) should be compared 
to the numerical values found by Nemirovsky et al. [1]

17Vln2TV, <7 = 2, 
ffoo(0 )TV In TV, d >2,

so that, to leading order in TV, rjv is independent of M. Although in principle tn, 
the average of the times at which the last site is visited in the lattice covering-time 
problem [1], is different from fN, one might expect that they are equal to leading order 
in TV (which is supported by the fact that tn, to leading order in TV, is independent 
of M). Since, according to (5.1) and (5.36), they are of the same order in dimensions 
d > 2 (this is not true for d = 1) we would expect (5.36) also to hold for tn- Under 
this assumption we find for the constant A in (5.1):

1 = 0.318..., <7 = 2,
1.516.. .,
1.239.. .,



5.2.4

(5.39)

(5.40)

(5-41)
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N

g/v(z)l 
grv(0).

Mf) = Ec(^IOEW;O-
t=O j7

Our next step is guided b . the following observation. Divide the time axis in intervals 
of length tcorr = NgN$ ). According to (5.36) and the argument below it, the last 
site is visited only after ~ In N intervals. After the first interval, when i = tCom a 
site x has not yet been visited with a probability £tcorr(x), whose x dependence is 
contained in the prefactor in brackets in equation (5.33). In view of equation (5.33), 
sites closer to the origin have a larger probability of having been visited. Since, 
however, for t >, the probability distribution of the walker is effectively uniform 
over the lattice, one should expect that from t ~ tcorr on sites that still survive are 
visited with an equal probability per unit of time. This expectation is confirmed by 
a calculation of the probability £t(x)/ that site f is not /et visited relative
to the total number of sites still left. Indeed, with the aid of equation (5.33) one finds 

that for NgN(Q) < t < N3~4'dg3N(Q)

.a — t in equation (5.39) is certainly 
may replace the quantity C(x |t) by

=4 [1 -
which is valid for N > 1 (IncfV » 1 in d = 2). Combined with (5.22) and (5.23) we 

find (5.5) for d > 2 and (5.6) for d = 2.

The higher-dimensional case
Let us now return to equation (5.2) and to the original “last-site problem in d > 2. 
One can write t) as the probability that the last site is visited at time t, 
irrespective of which site it concerns, times the conditional probability that it concerns 
site x, which we shall denote by C(x |f). Then

E,-£<(»)
which is independent of time. Now, since the sum on t 
dominated by times ~ Ngy(0) In N tcorr, m i , 
£<(*)/ £<(!/), and obtain, using (5.40),

Here the first set of values is found from a fit of the data to equation (5.1) for 
lattices with periodic boundary conditions, only taking the leading order term into 
account. The values in parentheses are found when assuming that A is independent 
of boundary conditions, so that both the data for periodic and for reflecting boundary 
conditions cam be used; moreover, the correction terms in (5.1) have been taken into 

account.

9n(0).



The set of sites not yet visited in d > 25.3

5.3.1

(5.42)(p),

£(£,y;z) = (5.43)

Now

(5.44)(p)G,_,.(t5-p), <3 = l,y,

(5.45)

so that

(5.46)
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p=£.v

G(S-,z) + G(ff;z) 
G(0;z) + G(x — y;z)

since to be at a given time t at a specified point <2 of a given set of points, there must 
be some previous time i' at which one enters this set for the first time (at the point 
p), after which one uses the remaining time t — t' to move to the specified point. 
From (5.44) we get, summing on ul,

G,(x) + G,(y) = £ £ F^\p) [G(_.,(0) + G(_,.(z - y)] 
t'=o p=i,y

£,(£,?)=]- Y, 
p=I,yt'=O

where F, as in the case d = 1, denotes the probability that I i- walk enters
the set {z, y } for the first time at time t by reaching the point p (p or p = y )• 
The Laplace transform of (5.42) is

l~S^.gF<^}(p;z)
1 — z

Gt(S) = S
p=£,y t'=0

Probability of a nonvisited pair
In order to study pair correlations, we first consider the probability £((z, y ) that the 
simple random walk starting at site 0 at time 0 has visited neither site z nor site y 
at time t yet. Evidently,

Having found the typical time at which the last site is visted, as well as the probability 
that z is the site visited last, it is natural to ask next about the structure of the set of 
sites not yet visited at a given time t. In particular, we shall study pair correlations 
between the sites of this set.

The result (5.46) is also valid for z = y, in which case it reduces to (5.18). Substituting 
it in (5.43), using (5.21), and performing an inverse Laplace transformation as in 
section 5.2.2, we get



(5.47)1 -

(5.49)-1],

(5.50)-1J.
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5.3.2 Pair correlations and variances
The structure of the set of sites not yet visited is reflected in the correlation func

(5.48)

^8Ct(x,y) ~ e

£<(f,j/)~

A ZlexP
e

where A = N~2 exp(2t/NgN(Q)) x y) denotes the ratio of the variance
to the square of the average of the total number of sites not yet visited at time t. 
Simulations performed by us on lattices of up to 20 x 20 sites in d = 2 and up to 
10 x 10 x 10 sites in d = 3 show that with increasing N the behaviour (5.50) is 
gradually approached, the convergence being faster for larger t. However, in d = 2

9N(x)+gN(y) 
SFn(0) + 9n(x~ y)

which is thus valid for N 1 and t >, Np/v(0). As in the
an upper limit on the allowed times t, given by t i. 
useful. Since we shall use it later on, we remark here that for the case — , or 
times t ~ N\n2cN, and for |z|, |y| - the expression in square brackets in 
(5.47) should be replaced by unity. This is because in d = 2 for |x |, \y I ~ »
expression in square brackets is actually 1 + (9(ln 1 cN), as may be cone u e rom 
(5.22) - (5.24), while, for t ~ N In2 cNy there then are also other corrections to (5.4 Q 
of order In-1 cN, not shown here (Cf. the situation for £t(x) given in (5. ))• us> 
for reasons of consistency, the (9(ln-1 cN) corrections should then be droppe

<5£t(z,S/) = £t(x,y ) - £t(x)£t(y) .

For x / y this is just the probability that both members of the pair (x,y) have not 
yet been visited at time t, in excess of what a purely random distribution of nonvisited 
sites would give. In fact, summing (5.48) on x and y one obtains the variance of the 
total number of nonvisited sites. For times Ngw(fi) A^3-4^p^(0 ) we may use 
equations (5.33) and (5.47) for £t(x) and £t(x,y), respectively, to find

where we have first written y = x + £ and subsequently performed the sum on x, 
taking the sum rule (5.35) into account. The sum on £ runs over all the sites of the 
lattice. Now, to leading order in N, the expression 7Vexp(—t/fV<w(0)) is just the 
average value of the total number of nonvisited sites at time i, as may be seen from 

(5.34). Therefore we can rewrite (5.49) as

_______ 9n(.()
^9n(0') 9n(0 ) + 9n(£ )

I x (________ 2t_______ \
rxp( ^[<7^(0) + ^(r-y)]/’

' : case of £((x) there is 
' T N3-'/dg3N(6), for (5.47) to be 

: remark here that for the case <" 
>/N, the expression in square

eTV), as may be concluded from



5.3.3

(5.51)2a In TV -1],

(5.52)

2
(5.53)
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1
N

g£(f)
Sn(O)

d 
2»r2floo(0)

1 _ Kd
]\J2-4/d ~ ^2-4/d'

Fluctuations in the number of nonvisited sites in d > 2
We shall be interested in times t ~ fjv- Therefore we introduce a reduced time variable 
a according to t = aNg^O) In N ~ afN. Formula (5.34) shows that for these times 
the average number of sites which have not yet been visited by the random walk is 
given by TV1-". Furthermore (5.50) becomes

)
5v(0) + yw(f)

— £

V' T tf'l ~ 9zv2 ln" V' 

l£l>* kWMO)

where In,o(£ ) stands for the expression in square brackets in (5.51), and where we 
have once again taken into account the sum rule (5.35).

Now, with the aid of (5.23) and (5.24), replacing the
integral, one easily shows that for d < 4 asymptotically

£ —

sum on | > A by an

where a constant Kd has been introduced. The sum on k runs over all vectors k 0 
having integer valued components. Note that the asymptotic expression (5.53) is 
independent of A. The leading order contribution to the other sum, with |f | < A, 
comes from the term with f = 0, while the leading corrections stem from the terms 
where f is a nearest-neighbour vector:

the subscript a indicating that we are looking at times t scaled with th :: ice size N 
according to the prescription given above. To evaluate this expression c iptotically, 
we divide the sum on f in a sum on all f with |f| < A and another with |f| > A, 
where we take A large and of order TV0. Equation (5.23) shows that in dimensions 
d > 2 the function <?/v(£) for large TV and |f | is rapidly decaying with increasing |f |. 
This suggests that in order to find an asymptotic expansion for the sum on f with

| > A one should expand the summand in terms of <?/v(f )/ffw(0 ). Doing so, we find 
that for a fixed and TV —» oo

~ 2a2^ £
N

where the corrections to (5.50) decay only logarithmically with increasing N, one 
would probably need lattices which are orders of magnitude larger than the ones 
employed in our simulations to fully see the behaviour (5.50) over the whole time 
range N\ncN <, t <C N\n3cN for which it is valid. In the following, we shall study 
(5.50) for d > 2. As d = 2 turns out to be special, we shall postpone its discussion 
and first concentrate on the case d > 2.



(5.54)

(5.55)Ao ~ N‘

0 < a <

(5.56)j - 1 < a < Rd{\ ~ !)’

Hd(J-l)<a.

longer dominated by the large-|£ | terms. In

(5.57)

(5.58)
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study (a fixed, N - 
:ly O(ln N/N2~t,J)),

a
(1 + 2d7V‘'2S“(d)-’ + -..]•

on the scale of the lattice 
find from (5.55) that for

A„

[ + 2dN 2»-<o)-i],

with Rd = 1 + [2(Soo(0) - I)]-1.  
For d > 4 the sum 

fact, we find

k"i>A

so that for d > 4 the term with f = 0 in (5.51) becomes the dominant contribution 
for all a > 0. Hence

O(lnfV), d = 4, 
C»(7V°), d > 4,

5-i.

Aa~7V“-’, a > 0, d > 4, 

is the mean-field behaviour for this problem.

Tf E ^,o(f) = N'
ItKA

In the derivatk
Sv(0)-l + X
N -» oo is

>s no

ion of (5.54) we used that for 6 a nearest-neighbour vector: $n(<5) =
— ffoo(O) — 1. So the result we obtain for 2 < d < 4, a fixed, and

Na~' +2a2Kd H 
fl*-*/*

— a In2 N[l + 2dN 25oo(0)-i +...] + 2Q2Kd-^^[l + •••] •

At this point, remembering that the definition of 6£<(£, j/) used to calculate (5.55) 
involves a subtraction of two quantities for which we have only used the leading order 
results, one might worry about the importance of the subleading order terms in (5.33) 
and (5.47) and thus about the validity of (5.55) itself. However, we have explicitly 
verified that in the scaling limit we study (a fixed, N —» oo) the contributions of 
these terms are of lower -■ der (namely C7(ln N/N2~4^d))y so that the result (5.55) is 
in fact correct. Fro see that there is a crossover in time of the asymptotic
behaviour of the var: the number of nonvisited sites: for a < j — 1 the second
part (~ In2 N/N2~ , uie dominant one while for a > J — 1 the first one takes
over. This reflects th ar . i h increasing time, the structure 
itself becomes more and more important. Explicitly, we 
2 < d < 4 and N —> oo, a remaining fixed,

I



5.3.4

P(3,t) = (5.59a)P(s,t-1) +

(5.60)t > 1,

(5.61), t > 0 .

s2P(s,t) we have

(5.62)W.-l, <>1,+

G,(O) = (5.64a)[1 —G(_i(O)], t > 1,
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EG<-i(x) = 
r#O

with boundary condition

(5.59b)

using (5.59a), one obtains the recurrence rela-

|)'], t>0. (5.63)2\‘ _ /Af- 
17 kjV -

>”) version

P(j,0) = 6,,n-i •

For the average (s)( = SiLo'
tion

which, with (5.59b), has the solution

Also, it is easy to derive that for {s2)t =

) + tv^T

which, using the solution (5.61) for (s)( and the boundary condition (5.59b), gives

Now, the probability G((0) to find the walker at the origin at time t satisfies

N - 1 = N - 1

A check for the mean-field case
One may check the result (5.58) independently for the mean-field (“d = oo' 
of the problem. To do so, we consider a lattice of N points, where every point is 
connected to the other (Af — 1) points. At t = 0, the random walker occupies one 
of the lattice points, which we shall call the origin 0. Then at every instant of time 
t = 1, 2, ... it chooses randomly one from among the (N — 1) points differing from 
its then current position and subsequently goes there. Now, let P(s,t) denote the 
probability that at time t there are s sites (among the TV) which have not been visited 
yet. Obviously, for s = 0, 1, ..., N - 1 and t > 1, we have

~jy-! Pl3’1 - J) + n^P(s + 1.' - 1) •

This is so because if there are to be s sites which have not been visited yet at 
time t, there must either already be s of these sites at time t - 1 with the walker 
subsequently moving to a site which has already been visited previously, or there are 
s 4-1 nonvisited sites at t — 1, the walker arriving at any one of the:". at time t. The 
boundary condition that comes with (5.59a) reads



(5.64b)

<3(0; z) = (5.65)

and hence
2

(5.66)

(5.67)~ N' 0 .a

2. We shall now study what happens in

-1]2a In cN

(5.68)

that then exp(2a7r/(y))
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Go(0) = 1, 

so that

small | into

N - 1 + z/(l - z) 
N — 1 + z

9n(0) + sjv(£ )

we find indeed that asymptotically

5.3.5 Fluctuations in the number of nonvisited sites in d — 2
The starting point will again be equation (5.50). We take t = aNgi^(0)\n cN. Note 
that here we are using Inc?/, with c as in (5.22), instead of In TV as we did in the

> 2 case. This is in fact not essential, but proves to be aesthetically more pleasing 
later on; for instance in formula (5.71). From (5.50) we now obtain

i /J dt [exp 
A

r
4 JJ dy [exp(2a?r/(y )) - 1], 

0

where f(y) is as given in (5.24). In the first line in (5.68) we introduced a cutoff A, 
which is supposed to be large and of order TV0, so that we could replace the sum on 
( in (5.50) by an integral. We shall come back to this cutoff later. Furthermore, to 
obtain the second line, we have written £ = \Z/V y and subsequently, using equations 
(5.22) and (5.23), taken the limit N —♦ oo everywhere. One may check that the final 
result is nonnegative (as it should be), using the inequality ex > 1 4- x and the fact 
that ff01/2dyf(y) = 0. The result (5.68) does no longer depend on A. Of course, in 
obtaining it we have not taken the contributions from the terms with 
account. But, as we shall see in a moment, for a < 2 these do not contribute to the 
leading order behaviour. As it stands, however, the result is only useful for a < j, 
since the integral is divergent for a > |. This may be concluded from the fact that 
/(f) -7 In | for |f | 1 0 (cf. (5.25)) so that then exp(2a7r/(f)) - If |“4or- To

-(0)=(V
Taking t = aNgN(0) In N

_ (A - (s)?
W

So this takes care of all dimensions d 
the exceptional dimension d = 2.



(5.69)

(5.70)

Ao ~ 2?rcTq (In cN) (5.71)- 1)) ■

(5.72)
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a
1 - uexp[(ln cN) (2u —

In cN — 2 ln(£/r0) 
IncTV - ln(£/r0)

but no longer on 1' 
TV, | -+ oo with |f|/v/7V

asymptotic expansion for a > | we must therefore work a little harder.
i an expansion lies in noting that for a > | the main 

come from those terms for which |f | is still large, 
then can use that for

A„ ~ ^crl</2a^y/\n cN(cN)^-^,

obtain an <
The key to obtaining such
contributions to Ao will very likely 

the scale \/N. This implies, namely, that one 
"T-»o+,

<7n(4) = gN(0 ) - Sn(« ) =± - In cN - ^(f) ~ - In cTV - | In ,

as follows from equations (5.22) and (5.28). Doing so we obtain from (5.50)

2rr / 1~ — J df,^ exp loincN- 
O(N°) '

Substituting f = ro(cTV)“ we then get

}+O(ln-‘ eN) 

j du 
O(ln-' cN)

The integrand in (5.71) reaches its maximum value for u0 = 1 — l or | < a < 
this point u0 lies within the range of integration as TV —> oo. Applying the method 
of steepest descent one then easily finds

J<o<2.
Obviously, for | < a < 2, the most important contributions to the sum in (5.50) 
come from the vicinity of |f| ~ N'* = thus justifying the use of (5.69)
33 N * Again, because of the logarithms involved, we expect the asymptotic 
behaviour (5.72) to be reached extremely slowly, which is consistent with the findings 
of simulations performed by us on lattices of up to 20 x 20 sites. Other evidence for 
this slow convergence comes from the point a = |, separating the two regimes in 
which the asymptotic results (5.68) and (5.72) hold. Here, namely, we find that Al 
is asymptotically given by one half of what one finds by just taking a = | in (5.72). 
On the basis of this one can actually find a scaling form for in the variable 
w = (ot — |)\/ln cAT, which is valid for a —♦ |, N -> oo, and w fixed. However, even 
for N = 400 this scaling form differs considerably from the behaviours (5.68) and 
(5.72).

For ct > 2 the maximum of the integrand in (5.71) becomes a boundary maximum 
at u = 0, implying that the lattice structure becomes important, so that then the 
terms with small |, which we have neglected up till now, must be taken into account. 
These terms are, to leading order, represented by the f = 0 term in (5.50) which, for



(5.73)exp

(5.75)

(5.76)
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ln(£/r0) \
In cN — ln(£/r0)/—a In cN

Y exp 
ifi<«

which is independent of x. As discussed before, 
furthermore choose R to depend on 
0 < 0 < j. But then, in obtaining 
use (5.69) and find, once

Ng(R,t) ~

t 9n(0) ~ 9N(.x-y) 
Ngt/tO) 9w(0) + gN(x - y)

5.3.6 Spatial structure of the nonvisited set in d - 2
We want to study the structure of the set of sites not yet visited in d = 2 at. times 
1 ~ Tjq. To do so, we consider the conditional probability Ct(y\x) that site y has not 
been visited at time Z, given that at this time site x has not yet been visit

Ct(y|z) = £t(x,y)/£t(x)

------r_ „ ' ' -y as (5.70), the 
the integrand in (5.70) by a factor (c7V)°. Following 

we readily find that for 0 < a < 2 and

)4-gN(v) 
9N(^)+gN(2-y )

1 _ 9n(3)
<7N(O)J

where we again used equations (5.33) and (5.47). This quantity, namely, allows one 
to study the average ... - oer of sites Ng(R^t) not yet visited by the random walk at 
time t within a radius R ■ .ound a site x which itself has not been visited yet, because

wxfi,t)= y ct(x + z\x). (5-74)
ICK*

Since we shall want x to be an arbitrary site, we scale. £ = \/Nx\ with X\ fixed as 
R —» oo. If we now also take R = o(y/N) so that |z + f | ~ x/TV in (5.74) we may, to 
leading order in TV, replace the expressions in square brackets in (5.73) by unity, as 
becomes clear when looking at (5.22) - (5.24). Hence we obtain

t ff/v(0) ~ 47v(f)\ 

^n(o)pn(o) + ^n(€*)/

2 , we take t = aNgwfO ) In cN and
N by taking R = (cN)13. Here 0 is restricted to 
an asymptotic expression for A/£(7?,t), we may 

again introducing a cutoff A,

(eN)«

Ng(R, t) ~ 2ir J d££ exp
A

Thus we arrive at a formula which has pretty much the same structure 
integrand here only differing from I
the lines of reasoning outlined after (5.70)
0 </?<!;

for which 0 < a < 2. However for a > 2 this term is dominant and represents the 
asymptotic behaviour as N —♦ oo.



<2,
(5.77)

2xr2 (1\/D’ v/lncjV , >2,

I? I

remarked

(5.79)0 < a < 2,

Ni(>/N,aTN) (5.80)

(5.81)
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(7^57

1,____
(cTV)^-')’,

2x
2-O/(l-/?)2

(cAf)0(’“r»/(i-0)2

0<a<|, 
| < a < 2,

where we have used (5.33) for t = aNgnfO) In cN. At first sight it might seem 
surprising that for | < a < 2 this ratio can become much larger than 1. However, 
there is nothing strange about it, since it is a direct consequence of the fact that here 
one only looks at a subclass of all possible random walks on the lattice. Namely, one 
demands the site x not to have been visited yet at time t. What it says then, is that 

strong tendency to cluster: If x has not been visited yet, 
et. But, of 
ishing with 

t then there 
still plenty of sites left which have not been visited yet, and demanding x to be

the nonvisited sites have a
then there are many sites around it which also have not been visit 
course, the probability that x has not been visited yet is rapidly d 
increasing time. In the same spirit, the result for 0 < a < | means 
are s 
a nonvisited site is not a severe restriction at all.

a

which translated back in terms of R is (5.8). For a/(l — /3)2 = 2 we get just one half 
of what we find for a/(l - /3)2 > 2. The result (5.77) is valid in the scaling limit

VN, R = (cN)13, t = aNgn(0)\ncN, with N —» oo, (5.78)

a and fl fixed, and c = 1.8456 .... Again it does not depend on the cutoff A used. 
The “critical” value /?" = 1 — \Ja/2 can be interpreted as saying that, while for a < ? 
the nonvisited sites are essentially distributed all over the lattice, for | < a < 2 the 
typical size of the nonvisited cluster of sites is of the order of N0‘. Equation (5.75) 
shows that the contribution of the terms with small |( | to N?(R,i of order N°, 
which is indeed dominated by the terms displayed in (5.77). It is : 
here that if one takes R large but of order N° one obtains

ATX/?,t)^^-rg 
z — a

which in fact corresponds to letting /? 1 0 in (5.77), taking R = (cA')lJ fixed. Obvi
ously, the set of nonvisited sites has a fractal-like structure with a time-dependent 
fractal dimension 2 — a. Letting fl f | in (5.77) we see that then

(cA/)1-", 0 < a < |,
>/in777 (cAf)<^-^>’, 1 < a < 2 .

Comparing this to the average number of nonvisited sites, £((x), we get



5.4 Conclusion
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Chapter 6

6.1 Introduction
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Correlations between two Ising chains 
subjected to a common thermal noise

detail.
belongs to a more general class

Not long ago a new method, which has become known as “damage spreading’ , was 
introduced to study il.i :i phenomena of lattice systems [1, 2]. It consists of study
ing the time evolution of i.t distance (“damage”) between two configurations s and 
s' of the same system, subjected to the same thermal noise. Typically, one uses the 
same sequence of random numbers to apply to each system an ordinary Monte Carlo 
(MC) simulation. The idea is to learn, through the study of the time evolution of the 
distance, about the properties of one system. E.g., if the system has a critical tem
perature, then qualitatively different time-dependences of this distance are expected 

above and below the critical temperature.
The method has been applied both to models of physical systems (to the ANNNI 

model [3], to the Ising model for different dimensions, different dynamics, different 
initial damages, and both with and without a magnetic field [2, 4, 5, 6, 7], similarly 
to spin glass models [1, 5, 8, 9, 10, 11], to the XY-model [12], ...) and to various 
types of cellular automata, see [13] and references therein.

For ferromagnets, employing heat bath dynamics, one has been able to establish 
analytically a connection between the long-time behaviour of the distance on the 
one hand and the equilibrium spontaneous magnetization [5, 14, 15] and two-point 
intrasystem equilibrium correlation function [15] on the other hand. In general, how
ever, it has proven nontrivial to relate the observed differences in the behaviour of 
the distance to the properties of the single system. Both in the study of spin glasses 
[1] and for XY-models [12], using the damage spreading method, one has found new 
critical temperatures not present in the equilibrium phase diagrams of these systems. 
These temperatures now appear to be of a purely “dynamical” nature [16]- Therefore 
it is interesting to study the effects of the introduction of correlations in the dynamics 

of the single systems in more detail.
The damage spreading case fr> a more general class of MC simulations,



(6.1a)

P(s';t) = £p(2’(s,s';i), (6.1b)

, with kg Boltz-
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(6.2a)

(6.2b)

which we shall call “dynamically correlated MC simulations”: Fundamentally, there 
is a master equation for the joint probability distribution P*2>(s,s';t) on the config
uration pairs (s,s') (t is the time variable). Its transition probabilities determine the 
degree and the nature of the dynamical correlations. The damage spreading case cor
responds to a specific choice for these probabilities. However, one may also consider 
other choices. The master equation itself must be a rather special one, since, if one 
disregards one of the systems, the other one should evolve according to a usual MC 
simulation. Mathematically, this means that the single system distributions

31

are solutions of single system master equations having all the usual properties of 
detailed balancing etc., and that therefore as t —♦ oo

P(s;t) -» Pe,(s) or exp[-/3Hi(s)],

P(s';i) -> or exp[-/?Hi(s')] .

Here Hi is a prescribed single system Hamiltonian and 0 = \/ - 
mann’s constant and T the absolute temperature.

Given this, it is clear that if the joint probability distribution P^2'(s, s'; t) tends 
to some limiting (or: “equilibrium”) distribution Pj2'(s,s') > 0, for all s and s', as 
t —» oo, then one can introduce a combined-system Hamiltonian H2(s,s') via

P™(s,s') « exp[-i8H2(s, s')] ■ (6-3)

Even if Hi is short ranged H2 will in general not be, and will be hard to find. 
Moreover, even if one knows H2 the master equation for P® will in general not satisfy 
detailed balancing with respect to H2. In the damage spreading work mentioned 
above, the transition probabilities are chosen in such a way that two configurations 
which at a certain time become equal will remain equal forever after, and one has 
(for heat bath dynamics) Pj2\s,s') = 5J1J-Pe,(s). Hence in this case H2 must have 
infinite couplings.

Due to all of this it has proven extremely difficult to find any analytical results 
at all for models of dynamically correlated simulation, even in one dimension. In 
this chapter we obtain an exact result for the equilibrium state in a special case of 
dynamically correlated simulation of two Ising spin chains, s = (si, ..., s/v) and 
s' = (s'u ..., s'N). The characteristic features of this case are

(j) the single chains have Glauber dynamics, and
(it) the product spins u,- = s,sj play a role completely equivalent to s, and s': the 

equations of motion are invariant under permutations of (s,s',u), where u denotes 
the configuration of the product spins.



(6.4)

6.2 One chain

8~

To establish the notation we use and to introduce some concepts which will be use— 
ful when considering the dynamically correlated simulation of two systems, we firstz

We let (...)< denote the average with respect to P®(s, s7; t). Since the single
chain magnetizations (s,-)t and (sj)t relax to zero with time (the system has no phase 
transition), so does (u,)t = (s,sj)r We further show that (s,sz)eg = 0 for all i and j. 
Hence, there are no interchain equilibrium pair correlations and the distance between 
the chains

^(6 = 2^(Z(1

relaxes to 1/2, which is also the average distance between two randomly picked con
figurations. Nevertheless, the correlated dynamics does cause correlations between 
the chains in the equilibrium state. These appear in the four-point equilibrium cor
relation function g{j — i,k - j) = {uiSjSk)eq = (s,SjS<si)eg, closely reflecting the 
“triangle-sy ..metry” (in (s,s',u)) of the problem. It is this function that we calcu
late.

If tl ; .•■bined-system Hamiltonian 7^2 had strictly finite-ranged interactions, 
then g(; ;uld be the sum of a finite number of exponentials with decay constants
corresp to the spectrum of the transfer matrix. The result of our calculation,
equatic 5), shows, however, that such is not the case: g(p,q) is expressed as 
the integral ver a spectrum with both a discrete and a continuous part. Hence, 
^2 is not of strictly finite range. Our calculation does not provide, however, the 
precise form of this Hamiltonian. The function g(p,q) is determined not by averaging 
over an equilibrium ensemble but as the stationary solution of the time evolution 
equations for the correlation functions. Just as for the single-chain Glauber dynamics, 
these equations constitute, for each n, a closed system at the n-site level. The time
dependence of {uiSjs'k)t can be reformulated as a problem of three interacting random 
walkers of which any two, when they meet, fuse. It is reminiscent of the vicious walker 
problem studied by Fisher [17, 18], but differs from it in that there they annihilate 
upon meeting.

The organization of this chapter is as follows. In section 6.2 we establish the 
notations and concepts we shall be using. Section 6.3 covers the derivation of the 
most general expression for the combined-system transition probabilities consistent 
with the procedure described above. In section 6.4 we derive equations obeyed by the 
time-dependent correlation functions, which we shall need to study the equilibrium 
properties of the specific dynamically correlated MC simulation studied in section 6.5. 
Also, in section 6.5.2, we shall explicitly find the solution for reflecting
some of the properties of 7^2 • In section 6.6 the approach to equilibrium is discussed. 
Finally, section 6.7 is a general conclusion.



(6.5)

(6.7)

where

(6.8)

with

7 = tanh 2/3J .

Two chains6.3
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■Hl(s) = - J 22 3,3,+1 .

/i(«) = |7«.(s.-i + -5.+1)

which the W;(<r|s)

^(CTI5) = | + 2<r/.(«),

±1, denotes the probability per time step for 
i s to a configuration in which .%• has become 

same. Furthermore s’ denotes the onfiguration

(6.9)

An advantage of this choice is that the time-dependent equations for, for example, 
the magnetization and the two-point correlation function can be solved exactly [19].

Here Sj = ±1 and J > 0. Let P(s;f) be the probability to find the system in 
configuration s at time t. Then one can write down a master equation, governing the 
time evolution of this system, which reads

1 N
P(3;t + 1) = -T7E[Hz.(lM73(3;i) + 'VI(-l|3i)P(3';/)] , t = 0, 1, ... ■ (6.6) 

1=1

In this equation ^W,(<7|s), where a = : 
the system to jump from a configuration 
ast, all other spins remaining the 
obtained from 3 by flipping spin i.

For P(s;t) to approach the canonical equilibrium distribution e Pr,(s) oc 
exp(—f3'Hi(s)), it is sufficient that the W,(<z|s) obey a detailed b. ■ \ng relation 
with respect to the Hamiltonian h|. However, there then are still many ways in

can be chosen. We shall follow Glauber [19] and choose

So the single chain dynamics is completely known. Therefore let us now consider 
two copies of the chain (6.5), with configurations s and s', respectively. We shall 
imagine that we are performing an MC simulation on the combined system (s, s'). 
More specifically, with P^(s, s'; t) denoting the probability to find at time t the first

briefly review the properties of the single system. To this end we consider a one
dimensional Ising chain with periodic boundary conditions, consisting of N spins 
ai (j' = 1> TV) with configuration s = {sj}^,, described by the Hamiltonian



shall describe the time evolution

P(2>(3,s';t + 1) =

(6.14)

(6.15)

(6.16)
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(6.12)

(6.13)

using (6.13), (6.14), (6.15), and (6.7) in (6.11), 
to

^‘”(<7 a'|s s') = + a fits) + a7.(s') + s'),

chain in configuration s and the second one in s', we 
°f the combined system by the master equation

1£[HA(”(+1 +1|s ?)p(J>(s,s';t)

4- w/2)(+l - l|s SH)PW(s
4- IV/2,(-l 4- l|s’s' )P™(s\s' ;t)
4- wj2)(-l - l|s‘s',)P(2)(si,s'i;t)] . (6.10)

Here the W/2)(aa'|s s'), with a,a' = ±1, denote the (conditional) probabilities that, 
starting from the configuration (s,s') and given that we have selected to probe sites 
b the pair (s,-,sj) will undergo a transition to its new value (as,, a'sj).

These probabilities, as in the case of the one-chain MC simulation, directly de
termine how the spins s. and are updated, and therefore also the equilibrium 
correlations. So let us see wha: freedom one has in choosing them.

We use the expansion
a'|s s') = a.; 3, s') a6,(s,s') 4- a'c,(s,s') 4- aa'^-(s,s'), (6-11)

where a,, 6,-,c,, and gx are arbitrary functions of the configurations s and s , restricted 

by the conditions

W'J \a a'|s s') > 0, for all a, a', s, s',

12 vv;(2W|ssz) = i.

Furthermore, the requirement that the MC procedure for the combined system be 
also a valid MC procedure for each system separately implies that, with the definitions 
(6.1a) and (6.1b), summing the two-chain master equation (6.10) on s should reduce 
it to the one-chain master equation (6.6) for P(s\t). Summing on s should turn it 
into the one-chain master equation for P(s';t). As one can easily check, for this to 

be the case, it is sufficient to have

£ ^2)(aa'|ss') = Wl(a|s),
<r'*±l

E = VV.W) .
ff=±l

Here the W,(a|s) are the one-chain transition probabilities appearing in (6.6). Then, 
n«in<r (ft (f\ 14^ (f\ and (6.7) in (6.11), we find that this expression reduces



(6.17)

6.4

Here
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i

1|sj')

(«>. ■ ■ ■ 3jm) (31, . . . 31J WA<2’( + 1 - 1|3 s')
^...sjm)(s'kl...s'kn)WpX+l +l|3 3')]P<2>(3,s';i) . (6.21)

we would only be interested in 
one wants to study the correlation

Time-dependent correlation funct : s
Since for general 5,(s,s') the Hamiltonian 7f2(s,s'), as defined in (6 3), is not known 
the only way to find expressions for the equilibrium correlation functions is to set 
up their equations of motion and solve for the stationary state. Therefore, we must 
study time-dependent correlation functions even if 
the equilibrium situation. So let us suppose that 
function

(sj, ... Sjmsl, ... slj,, (6.20)

where (...)« is the average with respect to P(2)(s, s'; t). Here it is understood that 
all the (i = 1, m) are different. The same rule applies to the Ar-indices of 
the s'-spins. From the two-chain master equation (6.10) one can easily derive the 
equations of motion for the correlation functions (6.20):

(sj, ... sjmsl, ... sln)I+1 =

52 52KS>> ' ■ • • ■ ■ sl„),MZ/2)(-i -

+
+
+

Also^the'Ssy'Ven • ^ence on*y freedom left is the function p,(s,s').

W!2X<7</\ss') = W/Vals's), 
reflecting the interchangeability of the two subsystems s and s', and 

= ^2)(<ry| _5 _y)> (6.18)

should cp SP*n 'nvar*ance which, in the absence of a magnetic field,
sition proLXiliti^weTust hlvj °beye<1' (616) tra"'

fft(s,s') =ffl(_s,_y) =?.(_<_5) = s (<s) (6 ig)

(6 12) anrTfR^ot n°l un'9uely determine (s,s'). Rather, with the restrictions 
determine k Can be ch°sen at will. In fact, the verv choice of <;,(s,s')

nes how the dynamics of the separate chains are correlated



(6.22)tai ••••’/„)*' s

(6.23)

Interchain correlation functions in6.5
case

6.5.1 Preliminaries

(6-24)
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-«ji • • ■ 

+sh
if i G {Ji, • • • ) Jm} 
otherwise,

a specific

ff.tas') = ^7 “.(“<-1 +«<+i)> 
o

and a similar notation applies to (skl ...s'kn)1. We now introduce three sets J, 
and £, where £ is the set of indices common to both {j\, .. •, Jm} an<^ {^i> • • •» ^n}» 
J contains the indices belonging to {ji, ..., jm} which are not in £, and K. consists 
of the indices in {ki, ..., kn] which are not in £. Then, using this and inserting the 
specific form (6.16) for the two-chain transition probabilities in equation (6.21), one 
ultimately finds

In this section we shall make a specific choice for gifts'), consistent with the re
maining constraints (6.12) and (6.19), and investigate the equilibrium properties of 
the combined system (s, sz) when subjected to the resulting transition probabilities 
(6.16). More precisely, with Uj = sjSj for all j = 1, ..., N, we take (also compare 
equation (6.8) for /,(s))

••■■sln)<+i = (1 - 171 -----){sh

+ 77 Z2 tai • • •
J iej
4

+ 22tai • • •
4

+ 77 Eta, ••-^4, 
2V iec

where I is the number of elements in the set £. It is understood that for n = 0 (which 
means that there are no s,-spins present, so that also 1 = 0) the sums on i € £ and 
i E fC are empty and one recovers the equations corresponding to the well-known one- 
chain Glauber dynamics [19]. An analogous observation holds for m = 0. Once again 
it is clear that only when considering interchain correlations, then the Pi(s,3/) come 
into the game, so that the expression one is using for the gi(s,s') in fact determines 
the interchain correlations.



+ s!+i)

(6.25)

(6.27)

since

(6.28)
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i

we have introduced 
"product system"

« = {«,}&! =

W/2\<z er'|s s') = W/2'(<xr' cr'|us') = W/2'(<z otz'|su) .

Note that uj = —1 corresponds to a site j where Sj and s' are different, whereas 
uy = +1 means that Sj = s' . Therefore, in the damage spreading language, the Uj 
can be thought of as indicating whether there is damage at site j (in the sense that 
Sj / s') or not.

The equations for the equilibrium correlation functions (sj, ... sJms'tl ... s'tn)e, can 
be found simply by taking the limit t —» oo in (6.23) at fixed N. That this is 
permissable for 7 < 1 is easily inferred from the two-chain master equation (6.10) 
linking the 22N component vector p/2} = {P<2)(s,s';t + !)}(.,,>) to P/2’ via a time
independent 22N x 22N transition matrix which, when making the choice (6.25) for 
the a'\s s'), satisfies the Perron-Frobenius theorem [20] (all elements are non
negative and there is a path from any configuration to any other). Then namely 
there is a single eigenvalue 1 with a (normalized) eigenvector Pj2' whose elements 
can be chosen to be all positive. All other eigenvalues have a modulus less than 
one, so that P/2’ —» P^ as t —» 00. Therefore, for the choice (6.24) and for any 
finite N, one can indeed define an effective Hamiltonian W2(s,s') via (6.3). However, 
we note that this Hamiltonian must be rather special since all symmetry properties 
of the transition probabilities are directly transferred to Wj(3,s') itself, as we shall 
show for a concrete case below. (See the argument following equation (6.30).) One 
cannot deduce that the W;2\cr a'\s s') in (6.25) obey a detailed balancing relation 
with respect to this T-t2(s,s'), since “detailed balancing”, though sufficient, is not per 
se necessary to reach the prescribed equilibrium. With (...) denoting the equilibrium

so that

W/2)(<z <z'|s s') = 1 + ^(as.) (s,_! + si+1) + i7(<r's') (s'

+ §7(^.) (<r'O (s.-iX-i + *.+i<+i) ■

The first thing to notice is that expression (6.25) depends only on the proposed spin 
values (as,-) and at site i and not on the current ones. Furthermore, (6.25) has 
a lot of symmetry in it; not only does it obey (6.17) and (6.18) as required, but we 
also have

W^\aa'\ss') = W/2)(<z<r'| -ss') = W/2)(<r<z'|s -s') . (6.26)

However, what is still more remarkable is that in making the choice (6.24) for #,(s,s'), 
a threefold (or: “triangle”) symmetry between s, s1, and the



(6.30)

func-6.5.2

has two

(6.31)li-jl
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Four-point interchain equilibrium correlation 
tions

zero.
at least

(a.s'sj-s') = (s.sj) = (s(s<) = z1

(i — oo) ensemble average and substituting the choices (6.8) and (6.24) made for 
/•(«) and j,(s,s') we find from (6.23)

(m + n - Z)(sJ1 .. ...s'fcn) = ... si_s.(s,-i + s,+1))
z iej

+ ••■■’I. + X+i))
z iec

+ ,7 + *-+l4i+»))
z iec

(6.29)

Now, we are interested in the interchain correlations in equilibrium induced by 
the specific choice of the transition probabilities (6.25), since these equilibrium cor
relations ' ‘.ly governed by the unknown 7^2(5, s'). The intrachain correlations 
can be of . using the canonical ensemble connected with TYj, see equations 
(6.1a) - (6 : t us point out that the relations

pc(2W) - p£*(-s,s') = pe(2)(s,-/),

are direct consequences of the symmetry properties (6.26) of the W/ <r'|s s'). For 
any finite N this is easy to see. For example: define Q(s,s') = Pe^(-*5»s,)« Then, 
using (6.26) one may show that Q(s,s'), like Pj2\3,s'), is a solution of the two-chain 
master equation for t = 00. But the Perron-Frobenius theorem certifies that the 
t = 00 solution is unique. Therefore we must have Q(s,s') oc Pj2\5,s'). Moreover 
since Q(s,S') = P^(s,s') = 1 we in fact find that
Q(s,s') = Pjg)(3,s/), and so have proven the first equality in (6.30). From this 
equation it then follows that any correlation function of an odd number of s-spins 
and/or an odd number of s'-spins must, in equilibrium, necessarily be equal to 
Therefore the first nonzero equilibrium interchain correlation function has 
two s-spins and two s'-spins in it.

6.5.2.1 Calculating (sisjsjs')

The first interchain correlation function in this category we want to study 
different indices, i and j, and is of the form (s,s$sjsz). Because of the threefold sym
metry of the transition probabilities as expressed in equation (6.28) we immediately 
find that



where

(6.32)z = tanh /3J,

(6.33)

(6.34)

(6.35)P = j - «,

and we write
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6.5.2.2 Calculating (s,s(sjs't)

To extend our picture of the effects of dynamical correlations we also look at another 
member of the category of four-point interchain equilibrium correlation functions, 
having three different indices, i, j, and k, and being of the form

This correlation function reflects the triangle symmetry of the problem. Though one 
can link it to several other correlation functions employing the various symmetries of 
the transition probabilities, its value is not as easily found as in the previous case. 
We shall have to solve explicitly the complete set of equations (6.29) for this kind of 
correlation function. Because of the translational invariance in the system, (6.34) is 
a function of only two independent variables taking integer values, say

and where, for the last equality in (6.31), we have taken N —♦ oo and used the known 
result for the two-point intrachain equilibrium correlation function in an infinite sys
tem. Note that in order to obtain the four-point equilibrium correlation function 
in (6.31) it has not been necessary to know an explicit form for ^2(5,3'). On the 
contrary, one can use the obtained result to study 'Hits,!1') to some extent: By com
paring the result for the four-point equilibrium correlation function in (6.31) to what 
one finds for the same correlation function in the case of uncorrelated simulation of 
the two chains, this being

(s.-sisjs') = (s,s,) (s^) = z'

where the last equality again applies for an infinite system, one can conclude that 
certainly T-t2(s,s') 7Yj(s) + Hi(s'). Also, by remarking that for a . maximally cor
related” (or: “damage spreading”) simulation, where eventually th systems s and 
s' will become equal and then stay equal forever after, one has (s. .') = 1, we
see that the simulation we are studying is indeed somewhere in beta the uncor
related and the maximally correlated ones. To define this quantitat. sly one could, 
for example, look at a correlation length fc, for the infinite system fined through 
(s.sjsjs') = exp[—|i — j|/£c], which for our case is twice as large as for the uncorre
lated case but smaller than for the maximally correlated one (where it is oo). It is 
interesting to see that even this simplest of nonzero interchain equilibrium correlation 
functions clearly shows the effects of the introduction of dynamical correlations.

and q = k — j,



all different, we get from (6.29)

3S(P>?) =

(6.37)

(6.38)

con-

X

(6.40)

(6.41)

(6.42)

(6.43)

discrete set of values, p and q being integer valued.
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(6.36)

may always take 0 < q < p. However it turns out to be 
----- - » • 1 ■ • . 1

^y + 5'/3)

whereas, for N

s(p,0) = zp, p > 0, 

and

ff(0, <7 = q>0. (6’39)

Obviously .his ir, a boundary value problem with two inhomogeneous boundary 
ditions. In order to solve it we first introduce

s p+59’ 
y = |q\/3 .

Then, with g(p, q) = g(x,y), equations (6.37)—(6.39) become

3j(x,y) = i-y[ g(x - l,j/) + g(x + l,y)

+ g(x- \.y- jv/3) + s(* +

+ g(x + - 2^ + ^x ~

glx^z1,
and

Here x and y can only take a
Nevertheless, in the limit that the correlation functions are only slowly varying (as 
compared to the lattice spacing), one may go to a continuum description. Taylor 
expanding (6.41) around (x,y) and rearranging the resulting equation a bit gives

p(x,y) = + ^5) ffU.y) + ■■•]> (6-44)
\ox* oyj

fc^X) = S(p,?) .
For reasons of symmetry one  
easier to consider g(p,q) for all integer p, q > 0. For p and q both strictly positive, 
so that i, J, and k in (6.36) are all different, we get from (6.29)

^7[ ff(p- 1,9) + s(p + 1,9)

+ 9(P,9 “ 1) + s(P,9+ 1)
+ g(p + 1,9- 1) +s(P— 1,9+ 1)]> P,9S1,

oo (cf. (6.31)),



where we introduced

(6.45)c =

(6.46)c —» oo with remaining fixed .

r sin

(6.48)

with

(6.49a), r > 0

and

(6.49b)

Here

(6.50)

(6.52)
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(6.47a)

(6.47b)

G(r, 0) = z'

G(r,J) = z' r > 0.

■ 7

4(1-7)

and where the dots indicate terms involving fourth and higher order derivatives. Now 
it is easy to see that one can neglect these terms in the limit

x y 
c’ c

This corresponds to considering the problem for large distances and at low temper
atures, where the correlation functions are indeed slowly varying. Actually dropping 
these higher order terms, introducing coordinates (r, <f>) according to

x
— = r cos <p c 
y
c

and defining g(x, y) = <7(r, </>) we find the boundary value problem

AG(r,$ = G(r,$, for 0<^<p r > 0,

A d2 Id id2
dr2 r dr r2 d<{>2

Since the solution of a linear problem with more than one inhomogeneous bound
ary condition can be written as the sum of solutions of problems each of which has 
only one inhomogeneous condition [21], we first concentrate on finding Gi(r, (f>), de
fined as the solution of (6.48) which does satisfy (6.49b), but instead of (6.49a) we 
demand that Gi(r, 0) = 0. To this end we look for solutions of (6.48), which
satisfy the homogeneous boundary condition at <f> = 0, by making the Ansatz

G?(r,^) = K(r)^). (6.51)

Substituting this in (6.48) we find

2R" R' , $
r-R+rR-r = "¥’



(6.56)

(6.57)

(6.58)

where

(6.59)
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exp[—rc !"(j)] .

where ' denotes a derivative with respect to r and ’ a derivative with respect to <j>. 
As usual, since the left hand side depends only on r, whereas the right hand side is a 
function only of <^, both sides must be equal to a (real valued) constant, say —£2 < 0. 
Then it follows that [22]

$(<£) = Oi sinh £</> +02 cosh £</>
7?(r) = Q3/C1Z(r) + a4/i£(r), (6.53)

where qj, ..., are arbitrary constants and and K# modified Bessel functions 
of purely imaginary order i£. The homogeneous boundary condition G?(r, 0) = 0 
implies that a2 = 0- Furthermore, since we want Gifr, <j>) —* 0 for r —* oo we must 
reject the solution (which diverges at infinity) and thus take a4 = 0. We therefore 
find

oo
f df6(f)sinh(^)7<i{(r) = 
0

From [23, 6.795(1)] one finds

6(f)sinh(-^) = — coshffl,
3 7T

Gi(r, </>) (x sinh £</>/{^(r) . (6.54)

One n;.;y clthat if instead of — £2 < 0 we had taken the separation constant 
+£2 > 0 ■■■:•- ning above would have led to solutions of the form

sin£^/Q(r) . (6.55)
However since '<<■(?’), with £ real, diverges logarithmically for r | 0 (when the order 
is purely imaginary this is not the case) we must reject this solution, implying that 
a positive separation constant gives no new solutions G^(r, (/>) to the problem.

Now G’i(r, </>) is a linear combination of the solutions G^(r, (f>):
OO

Gi(r,</>) = y dtbtf) sinh^Zfi£(r), 
0

with bit) chosen so as to satisfy the inhomogeneous boundary condition (6.49b), that 
is:

0 = arccos (cln(i)) = arccos( — -------.

Note that in general, since z g [0,1], we have 6 € [J, y]. In the limit (6.46) where 
the continuum approximation is valid, one has z —♦ 1 and thus 6 —» J. Combining 
(6.56) with (6.58) we get



(6.60)r > 0,

(6.61)

/<.«(r)

(6.62)

(6.63)

(6.64)cos £u .

— e

(6.65)

where
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3 + - 
7T

oo 

cos(rsinhu) j df_ 
0

cosh(^ -
cosh

defined in (6.59). By introd I he integral

rcoshv ^2

cos(0—4>)

T dve~rc°‘'"' V cosh 3v sin 3M 
_•£ m^±« cosh 6v “ cos ’

Gi(r,^)= j j d£ cosh6£-T-n.h,^y((r), 0 < <t> < 
’ J sinh(-f) 3

with B as defined in (6.59).
The solution G2(r, <£) to (6.48) satisfying (6.49a) and G2(r, |) = 0 can easily 

be found by realizing that this problem is just the previous problem, except for a 
reflection in </> = J, so that:

G2(r,fl = G,(r,~fl.
o

Since G(r, </>) is the sum of Gi(r, </>) and G2(r,<£) we thus get

G(r^) = g- /\cosheJSinMC + Sinhf(i~^ 
J \ sinh0 v 3

2 °°= — J d£ cosh 0^ 
o

for 0 < </> < r>0 and with 0 as
representation [23, 8.432(4)]

~h(Y) /du cos(rsinhu) cos<“>

and subsequently interchanging the order of integration, (6.62) becomes

G(r^) = |pucos(rsinhu)

One can easily check (for example by first using [23, 3.981(10)] then introducing 
u = sinhu as new variable of integration and finally using [23, 3.723(2)]) that the 
boundary conditions (6.49a) and (6.49b) are indeed fulfilled. In the Appendix to this 
chapter, we explicitly evaluate the expression (6.64) for G(r, <f>). From this, retracing 
our steps, remembering that in general B € [7,7] (cf. (6.59)), and only considering 
$ 6 [3> f] (which for reasons of symmetry can be done without loss of generality and 
corresponds to taking 0 < q < p in (6.35)) we find

(s,s<s,sl) = e~r‘

cos(ff-



-iV + ^-iy + ^k-jy, 7 = tanh2/?J, (6.66a)r =

and

(6.66b)<j> = arctan

(6.67)2p+«

in general not be written

6.6

(6.68)

(6.69)

.2b-*l (6.70)
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2(1 - 7)
7

(ujUiXO) = (s,s*)(0) (s'sl)(0) = z-

(SjSk)(r) = (s>i)(r) = ^-*1, for all r > 0 .

Now if this t = 0 situation has been reached by previously applying independent MC 
simulations to the individual systems we have that

(s.sjsjs^) = (s,Sj) (sjsj) = z2p+’ = exp(—2rcos#cos0) .

Once again the effect of correlations is clearly visible.
Final’ .- let u: remark that, since the result (6.65) can 

as the sum of .itely many exponentials, as follows from the asymptotic expansion 
(6.A20) , d I !■. iact that only for (j> = 0 the terms of the sum on p under the integral 
sign in (6..351 el, one concludes that 772(-s,s') must have long-range interactions.

The approach to equilibrium
Now that we have investigated the equilibrium properties of a dynamically correlated 
MC simulation, one may wonder how long it takes for the interchain equilibrium 
correlations to build up. To answer this question we return to equation (6.23). Then, 
introducing the “sweep-time” variable

t
T = N'

we can in the limit N —► oo at fixed r convert this equation into a differential equation 
in r which, apart from an extra term 57(3^ ... Sjmskl ... sin)(r) on the left-hand side, 
closely resembles (6.29). Here (.. .)(r) denotes the still time-dependent average with 
respect to p(2)(s, s'; Nt). For t —♦ oo equilibrium is attained, ^(•••)(r) ~* 0, and 
we retrieve equation (6.29). Let us suppose that at t = 0, the individual systems are 
already in equilibrium. By virtue of the MC procedure used this implies that then 
the individual systems will be in equilibrium for all r > 0, and thus that

=

(fc - 7)73'
k + j -2i

The result is valid in the limit of low temperatures and large distances. Note that if 
0 is close enough to J (its T = 0 value), then the third term in (6.65) is identically 
zero and can be dropped. One should compare (6.65) to the result we would have 
found when no interchain correlations had been present, namely



(6.71)

(6.72)A/(z,y) =

Conclusion6.7
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F(r,^)e-AT = J3n

1 
To » ,------  •

1-7

n = 1, 2, ..., (6.73)

For t > 0 the quantity (ujut)(r) will, because of the triangle symmetry, evolve as a 
single chain pair correlation function and tend to its equilibrium value Glauber 
[19] shows that the time scale r0 for this to happen is given by

where J3n is a Bessel function of the first kind of order 3n. Hence also in this case 
equilibrium is attained on the time scale (6.71).

'4(A/3 — 1 + 7) \ _Ar
--------------------rl sin(3mp) e ,

We have studied two copies s and s' of a one-dimensional Ising chain subjected to a 
common thermal noise. The spin flip probabilities were chosen in such a way that 
the product spins u; = s,s< played a role completely equivalent to s; and s'. With 
this choice we could show that the combined system tends to an equilibrium state. 
The Hamiltonian 7^2(3, s') governing this equilibrium is unknown. Nevertheless, we 
were able to solve for the interchain equilibrium correlation function (u,Sjs't). We 
showed that the decay in space of this quantity consists of a sum of two or three 
exponentials, depending on the temperature, plus an integral on a continuum of 
decay lengths. Therefore we concluded that T-t2(s,s'') is not of strictly finite range. 
The approach to equilibrium was also discussed.

If we suppose, however, that also (ujUk)(0) = zh“*l, which therefore then holds for 
all r > 0, we can easily go one step further and solve the equations of motion for 
(u.3js't)(r) in the limit 1 —y <§; 1, where we can again neglect the discrete structure 
of the underlying spatial lattice. The solution involves looking for the eigenmodes 
oc exp(—Ar) of the time-dependent equations for (u1sJs'l)(r). Here A is a constant. 
Obviously, the A = 0 eigenmode is just the equilibrium solution we found previously, 
whereas for other A we must solve an equation of the form

for f(x,y) in the interior of the sector bounded by y = x\/3 and y = now with 
homogeneous boundary conditions. This is not a difficult problem. .part from the 
eigenmode at A = 0 there exist eigenmodes only for A > 3(1 — 7), air: he are of the 
form:
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(6.Al)

where

(6.A2)

,tr sinh u 

(6.A4)

cosh v dv e

where denotes the indicator of the interval (a, 6):
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(6.A3)

- = + «V

2(/i; ■ } = 7 elo £ (-1)"” 
“ 1 <7=±1 m,n=0

oo

oo

j du cos(rsinh u)
— OO 

oo ~

£ £ (-ir+n / due'
<7=±1 m,n=0 —oo

<rsinhu) / df (1+e_K{)(1 + e_,{/5j

= i’Ji?

e-tzO+f-wiej 
+ /?mn + f - tv] ’

(6.A5)

In this appendix we shall evaluate the expression (6.64) for G(r, ^). We begin by 
rewriting it in the form

1 00
[ du cosl

<r=±t_oo

and shall now concentrate on evaluating Z(/r;r) for real /t. To this end we ex
pand the denominator of the integrand, using that [(1 + e_,r{)(l + e_”£^3)]_1 = 
^“,n=o(~ l)"'+"e_(m’r+n’/3)< for £ > 0, after which we can calculate the inner integral 
in (6.A2) v.:'h the result

Here we introduced the abbreviation

2?r nrr
Ann = V + + + T '

u <5

Note that /3^n > 0 since |//| must be smaller than for the inner integral in (6.A2) to 
converge and since m,zz > 0. Furthermore it should be noted that lim^o and Z2m,n=o 
do not commute! Shifting the integration contour to run parallel to the real axis 
from —oo 4- yz to oo 4- yz, and subsequently introducing a new variable of integration 
v = u — leads to the expression

2’(p;r)= £ £ (—l)m+"e
<7=±1 m,n=0

1 00 f°
+ —lim £ £ (-i)m+n / 2rr cio ‘ J<7=±1 m,n=0 _QO

G(r,<f>)= £

e-(Z?X+«u)€ 

(Wn + iu 
,-(«+■«)€ 

/3°m“„ + iu +

1
2tt eio
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integration

oo

mtn=O

oo
(6.A7)

(6.A8)
ct=±1n=0

Let us introduce the abbreviation

(6.A9)

(6.A10)

cosh v

(6.All)
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exp[—(a"M + iv)w] .
exp[—(a"** + tu)c] 

an" + iv

first consider 
a and n > 0,

OO

J dv e
— CO

fdve
—co

= E ft-ir/dve
Z7r «=±1 n=O _•>

oo 

= J dw 
e

This equality now allows us to evaluate the sums on n and a in (6.A9) and subse
quently to take the limit e | 0. We find 

—co 0

3 = — cos 
7T

,—v cosh u ___________________

^n - f +

,—T cosh V _________________

flmn + f — iv 

= -EE(-ir+n fdVe 
m=l n=O _^>o

1 for X E (a, b) 
0 otherwise .

cosh jiw
---- cos vw 
cosh

co.hu cosh 3V
cosh 6v + cos 6p ’

—rcothv 

| + aft + -i- iv

For fi = ±J, there is a pole on the shifted integration contour and one has to use 
some kind of a limiting procedure to evaluate T(/x;r), and give a proper meaning to 
(6.A5). However, for the moment being let’s not worry about this and continue with 
evaluating r) for all other (real) /x-values for which (6.A2) converges. Afterwards, 
then, we shall return to the four special cases mentioned above. Now, using the 
equality /3^n + f = /^+1)n — writing m for m 4- 1, and shifting the variable of 

i v —> —v it is straightforward to derive that

~ x A 7 u e-Wn+f-iv)€52 (-ir+" / dVe—~'-e 
’•»=° -4

oo

e~(f+<rp+Iy- + iv)C 
cosh v ______________________

i + + ¥ +iv
for the part of I(/i; r) still to be evaluated. For the actual evaluation we 
the case where |p| < j. Then, namely, a"*1 = j + > 0 for all
so that

Therefore (6.A5) reduces to

I(p;r) = E E (—l)m+ne 
<7=±1 m,n=0

+ l*n2rr eji



(6.A12)

(6.A13)A = /x - m

■r coshu (6.A14)

(6.A15)

for
(6.A16)■77(p;r) -»

for cos 3// T 0 .
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3
— cos 
7T

where m 
±5.±5.‘

cos 3/x j. 0

oo

3/x y dv e 
— OO

= E EH)"'
<t=±1 n=0

3 4----cos
7T

3 
= (-l)m--cos 

7T

-le
+ |e

cosh 3v 
cosh 6v + cos 6/z

where, to establish the last equality, we used [23, 3.981(10)]. Having done this cal
culation for a restricted range of /x-values, we now remark that starting from the 
definition of JF(/x; r) one easily shows that for general /x

+ ?;»•) = -^(/x;r) .
But then, defining

7T

‘3’
integer chosen such that ji 6 (—which is possible for p /

oo 

3/x y dv e
—OO

Note that we have used that for m = 0, n > 2 and for m > 1, n > 0, one has | 
so that then /(o.f;(/3^l) = 0. Let us now return to the special values /x = ±J,±|. 
Because of continuity one would expect to find I(/x;r) for these values by taking 
the limits /x —♦ ±|,±|, respectively, in (6.A15). That this is indeed the case will 
now be shown: First we turn to equation (6.A14). By introducing the combination 
sinh 3v/| cos 3/x| as a new variable of integration and subsequently letting cos 3/x go 
to zero one finds

—rco.hv COsh 3V

cosh 6v + cos 6/x

oo

3/x y dv e~' 
— OO

Therefor- ression (6.A11) still holds for this more general class, and for these 
values of /x

co<hv cosh3u
cosh 6v + cos 6/x

M is an 
we immediately find that for this larger class of /x-values

^;r) = (-l)"'Z(/i;r)
OO

3/x y dv e 
— OO

-rco.hv COsh3v

cosh 6v + cos 6/z

E E (-l)m+ne’r,in^"Ao,5)(^n) 
<z=±l m,n=0

3
4---- cos

ir



(6.A17)

(6.A18)

(6.A19)

(6.A20)^r) =
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voeren via deeltje-gat uitwisselingsprocessen 
w<
gestapt wordt en
gatendichtheid zo
wandelingen over
men aselect een van
alles om draait is de beweging

Dit proefschrift gaat over stochastische wandelingen en hun toepassingen. Een sto- 
chastische wandeling, ook wel bekend onder de naam “dronkemanswandeling , is een 
stapproces waarbij de individuele stappen (in het eenvoudigste geval) onafhankelijke 
en identiek v rdeelde stochastische variabelen zijn, met een gegeven waarschijnlijk- 
heidsverdcling. Sinds het begin van deze eeuw worden en zijn de eigenschappen 
van zo’n 'tochastische wandeling uitvoerig bestudeerd. Niet alleen gebeurt dit uit 
interesse voor de wandeling en haar eigenschappen zelf, maar ook omdat zij soms 
als hulpmiddcl gebruikt wordt bij de beschrijving van andere tijdafhankelijke syste- 
men. Hierbij valt bijvoorbeeld te denken aan een systeem met vele vrijheidsgraden. 
Zo’n systeem kan namelijk vaak in goede benadering beschreven worden in termen 
van enkele collectieve vrijheidsgraden, die dan een stochastische wandeling door hun 
waardenbereik uitvoeren. Beide aspecten, de bestudering van de eigenschappen van 
de stochastische wandeling op zich, alsook het gebruik van een stochastische wande
ling als “input” bij een ander proces, komen in dit proefschrift aan de orde.

In het eerste deel van het proefschrift wordt de diffusio van een gemarkeerd deeltje 
in een roostergas bestudeerd. Het probleem waar het om gaat kan als volgt worden 
omschreven. Men begint met een oneindig rooster of een eindig rooster met pe- 
riodieke randvoorwaarden in dimensie d en zet deeltjes op de roosterpunten. Niet 
alle roosterpunten worden bezet. De onbezette plaatsen heten de gaten. De gaten

’ ‘ .... l zogenaamde “eenvoudige stochastische
'andelingen” uit, waarbij op regelmatige tijdstippen alleen naar naaste-buur plaatsen 

wel zonder enige richtingsvoorkeur. Alleen situaties waarbij de 
laag is dat de gaten met een verwaarloosbare fout onafhankelijke 
het rooster uitvoeren, zullen worden beschouwd. Vervolgens kiest 

de deeltjes op het rooster uit en markeert het. De vraag waar nu
van dit deeltje te beschrijven. Het is duidelijk dat dit 

probleem twee opmerkelijke aspecten kent. Ten eerste is er een waarschijnlijkheids- 
verdeling voor de wachttijd tussen twee opeenvolgende stappen van het gemarkeerde 
deeltje. Dit komt doordat het gemarkeerde deeltje alleen kan stappen als er zich een 
gat op een naaste-buur plaats van dit deeltje bevindt. Ten tweede is de beweging 
van het gemarkeerde deeltje sterk geanticorreleerd: net nadat dit deeltje en een gat 
van plaats zijn verwisseld zijn ze nog steeds naaste buren, maar nu in omgekeerde 
richting. Derhalve is er dan een aanzienlijke kans dat het gemarkeerde deeltje bij
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zijn volgende stap naar zijn vorige positie terug zal stappen. Het samenspel van juist 
deze twee effecten maakt de beweging van het gemarkeerde deeltje interessant.

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt gekeken naar de interactie tussen het gemarkeerde deeltje en 
slechts een gat. Op een eindig rooster vindt men dat de waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling 
voor de verplaatsing van het gemarkeerde deeltje voor grote tijden Gaussisch is. De 
beweging van het gemarkeerde deeltje is dan diffusief. Op het oneindige rooster blijkt 
dit niet meet het geval te zijn, zelfs niet voor grote tijden en afstanden. De verdeling 
blijft niet-Gaussisch. De oorzaak ligt in het feit dat de wachttijdsverdeling tussen 
twee opeenvolgende stappen van het gemarkeerde deeltje op het oneindige rooster een 
lange-tijdstaart kent, waardoor de gemiddelde wachttijd tussen twee opeenvolgende 
stappen oneindig is. De vorm die de waarschijnlijkheidsverdeling voor de verplaatsing 
voor grote tijden dan wel aanneemt wordt in hoofdstuk 2 berekend. Ook het geval van 
een strook met oneindige lengte en eindige breedte, waarvoor de gemiddelde wachttijd 
tussen twee opeenvolgende stappen eveneens oneindig is, wordt daar bekekcn.

Hoofdstuk 3 bestudeert wat er gebeurt als men in het oneindige tweedimensiona- 
le systeem een kleine, maar eindige gatendichtheid introduceert. Er blijkt dan een 
“crossover” te zijn van het in hoofdstuk 2 beschreven gedrag, dat nu gevonden wordt 
voor tijden waarop het gemarkeerde deeltje met slechts een gat in wisselwerking is 
geweest, naar een diffusief gedrag, dat men vindt voor voldoend grot- tijden en af
standen, als het gemarkeerde deeltje vele gaten heeft gezien. De overga .. ; ■ c n deze 
twee gebieden wordt in dit hoofdstuk voiledig beschreven. Bij de be; : van de 
strook met een kleine, eindige gatendichtheid wordt een analoge cros. - ■ onden.

Hoofdstuk 4 houdt zich bezig met het berekenen van het gemiddel ie aanlal ver- 
schillende roosterplaatsen dat het gemarkeerde deeltje na een gegeven tijd bezocht 
heeft. Alleen het drie- en hogerdimensionale geval met een kleine, eindige gaten
dichtheid wordt bekeken. De moeilijkheid hier ligt hem erin de anticorrelatie van de 
beweging van het gemarkeerde deeltje op de juiste manier in de berekening mce te 
nemen. Voor lage dichtheden en grote tijden wordt een exact resultaat gevonden 
voor het gemiddelde aantal roosterplaatsen dat dan door dit deeltje bezocht is.

Het tweede probleem dat in dit proefschrift bestudeerd wordt is hoe een een- 
voudige stochastische wandeling een eindig d-dimensionaal hypercubisch rooster met 
periodieke randen bedekt. Dit gebeurt in hoofdstuk 5. De door de wandeling bezochte 
roosterplaatsen worden gekleurd teneinde ze van de andere roosterpunten te onder- 
scheiden. Er wordt gekeken welk punt van het rooster als laatste gekleurd wordt. 
In dimensie d = 1 blijkt het mogelijk te zijn de kansverdeling van dit punt over 
het rooster voor willekeurige roostergrootte exact te berekenen; in hogere dimensies 
worden resultaten voor grote roostergrootte afgeleid. Ook wordt in de verschillende 
dimensies gekeken naar de vraag hoeveel stappen de stochastische wandeling gemid- 
deld nodig heeft om het rooster voiledig te bedekken. Verder wordt bestudeerd hoe 
de verzameling nog niet bezochte roosterpunten er na een groot aantal stappen van 
de stochastische wandeling uit ziet. Hier blijkt vooral het tweedimensionale geval 
interessant te zijn; de genoemde verzameling heeft dan namelijk fractale kenmerken.
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■eciale stochastische wandeling op 
i-venwicht wordt hier besproken.

Tenslotte wordt in hoofdstuk 6 een derde probleem onderzocht. Er wordt daar 
bestudeerd wat er gebeurt als men correlaties aanbrengt in de tijdevoluties van twee 
verschillende copieen van een een-dimensionale Ising keten, die ieder op zich naar een 
voorgeschreven evenwicht gaan. De beantwoording van dit probleem wordt aangepakt 
door te trachten evenwichtscorrelatiefuncties van spins in keten “1” met spins in keten 
“2” te berekenen. Dit is in het algemeen niet mogelijk, doordat de Hamiltoniaan 
die het evenwicht van het gecombineerde systeem beschrijft niet bekend is. In het 
bijzonder is deze Hamiltoniaan, door het aanbrengen van de correlaties in de tijd
evoluties van de afzonderlijke ketens, niet langer de som van de Hamiltonianen van 
de individuele ketens, zoals dat voor twee ongekoppelde ketens het geval is. Toch 
blijkt er een speciale, niet triviale keuze van de “dynamische correlaties” tussen de 
twee ketens mogelijk te zijn, waarbij eerder genoemde evenwichtscorrelatiefuncties 
berekend kunnen worden. In hoofdstuk 6 wordt voor dit speciale geval een even- 
wichtscc, relatiefunctie van twee spins in de ene met twee spins in de andere keten 
ben ■ hetgeen neerkomt op het oplossen van een stelsel vergelijkingen behorende
bij eciale stochastische wandeling op een tweedimensionaal rooster. Ook de
gang r;
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tracer particle in a two-dimensional lattice gas, J. Stat. Phys. 53(1988)249.



Stellingen

i.

tf=(o) .

2.

3.

4.

1(1,0,0) = £(0,1,0) = £(0,0,1) = 0,1288 ...

= 0,1503 ...

= 0,1624... .

1 
7 

£(1,1,0) = £(1,0,1) = £(0,1,1) = | 

£(l,l,l) = y[:

1 1
2 + 2

1 _ 922 ' 
9405.

1 492 ' + 9405.
• 1290
. + 9405

Beschouw een stochastische wandeling op een eendimensionaal rooster, waarbij 
alleen naar naaste-buur plaatsen gestapt kan worden. Zij e de kans om bij een 
stap terug te gaan naar de voorgaande positie, ce de kans dat de wandeling 
afgelopen is en bijgevolg 1 — (1 + c)e de kans op een stap in dezelfde richting 
als de vorige. Laat verder de eerste stap met kans een naar een van de buur- 
plaatsen van de beginpositie zijn. Dan kan worden afgeleid dat het gemiddelde 
aantal keren Nc(e) dat de wandelaar op zijn beginpositie is voordat de wandeling 
beeindigd wordt voldoet aan:

lim Nc(e) 
ej. 0

Door c = 2(d — 1) te nemen kan dit resultaat direct worden toegepast op het 
d-dimensionale “Forward Stepping” model op een hyperkubisch rooster.

Bij de door Kehr en Argyrakis gedane simulaties aan het driedimensionale “For
ward Stepping” model wordt voor de beschouwde tijden onvoldoende rekening 
gehouden met de eindigheid van het door hen gebruikte periodieke rooster. 
Hierdoor wordt het gemiddelde aantal verschillende plaatsen dat de wandeling 
op het oneindige rooster in de gegeven tijd zou aandoen significant onderschat. 
De correctie kan worden berekend - is een functie van de fractie reeds bezochte 
roosterplaatsen - en bedraagt voor de beschouwde tijden zo’n 2%.

K. W. Kehr en P. Argyrakis, J. Chem. Phys. 84 (1986) 5816.

Hoe vervelend het gebruik van periodieke randvoorwaarden kan zijn, wordt goed 
duidelijk bij het beluisteren van Erik Satie’s muziekstuk Vexations.

DECCA NL 425 221-2 (Alan Marks, piano).

Gegeven is een eenvoudige stochastische wandeling op de eenheidskubus, be- 
ginnend in (0,0,0). Zij £(x) de kans dat hoekpunt x bij het bedekkingsproces, 
zoals beschreven in hoofdstuk 5 van dit proefschrift, als laatste wordt bezocht. 
Dan is per definitie £(0,0,0) = 0, terwijl



5. In tegenstelling tot wat Reichl beweert, is de thermodynamische gelijkheid

dU = TdS + YdX + 52 PidNi

= 2,588... .

M.J.A.M. Brummelhuis, april 1991.

M.J.A.M. Brummelhuis en II. Kuijf, te verschijnen in J. Phys. A.

8. Voor Jo € [—1,1]

sin[fcJ07r + tt( Jo + l)/4] 
(4fc + 1)L+1

'-j dJL

en L > 1 geldt:

9. Eu’s reactie op Banach’s artikel is diep bedroevend.

B.C. Eu, Physica A 171 (1991)313, 
Z. Banach, Physica A 159 (1989) 3)3.

10. De psychologische afstand tussen de Randstad en Noord Nederland is aanzien- 
lijk groter dan de geografische.

/” JJr [' dj2...
J-Jo J-Ji J-j

-•’I1-£1

OO

; S'-w* k=—co

ook geldig voor niet-reversibele processen.

L.E. Reichl, A Modern Course in Statistical Physics 
(University of Texas Press, 1980).

6. Bij de behandeling van de klassieke mechanica zou een uitstapje naar een pret- 
park als Efteling tot de verplichte nummers moeten behoren.

7. Zij het aantal verschillende Feynman boomdiagrammen met n externe 
genummerde lijnen dat bestaat in een theorie met een soort deeltjes met zelfin- 
teractie, als de interactie via 3-, 4-, ..., m-punts vertices kan plaatsvinden en 
als ervan uitgegaan wordt dat het verwisselen van externe lijnen deel uitmakend 
van dezelfde vertex geen nieuw diagram oplevert. Dan geldt voor grote n:

nD™,
Hierin is de groeifactor monotoon stijgend met m en begrensd. In het 
bijzonder is:

E(3) = 2, 
Q

E(4) = — (4 + 3 y/3) = 2,508...,

E(°°> = [2 In 2 — 1]


